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THE WARD-BELMONT SCHOOL 
HISTORICAL 
ARD-BELMONT, a junior college for young women, in 
Nashville, Tennessee, is the outgrowth of the union of 
Ward Seminary and Belmont College. Ward Seminary 
v/as founded in 1865 by Rev. William E. Ward, D.D., and Belmont 
College in 1890 by Miss Ida E. Hood and Miss Susan L. Heron. 
In June, 1913, the two schools were united on the former Belmont 
campus, forming a junior college under the charter name, The 
Ward-Belmont School." Ward Seminary had long been recognized 
as one of the leading preparatory schools in the country; its grad­
uates enjoyed certificate privileges to the leading Eastern colleges. 
Belmont College also possessed an enviable standing as a boarding 
school, emphasizing as well as academic work, the fine arts. 
NASHVILLE AND ITS ATTRACTIONS 
Nashville is well known as an educational and historical center. 
The chosen location of great universities, professional schools, 
colleges and preparatory schools, Nashville has established far-
famed renown as a center of learning. Ward Seminary and Belmont 
College, through their earnest service have contributed much to 
the educational standing of t he city. These two schools, together 
with Vanderbilt University and George Peabody College for 
Teachers, have given a distinct charm and atmosphere of culture 
which makes this city an ideal home for students. The presence 
of colleges and professional schools in Nashville insures the com­
ing of eminent lecturers and artists. Persons of international repu­
tation are frequently present in Nashville. Ward-Belmont students 
have the advantage of attending all of the leading concerts, plays, 
and lectures that are available in the city. Many programs are 
presented in the school auditorium. 
As a center of c ulture, Nashville boasts several interesting ex­
amples of architecture. The State Capitol is an excellent example 
of classic architecture; on its grounds is the tomb of J ames K. Polk, 
ninth President of the United States. Located at a central point 
in the Centennial Park is a facsimile of the Parthenon, true in 
every detail; on the steps of this beautiful and appropriate build­
ing the Ward-Belmont School of Expression recently presented 
the Electra of Sophocles. One of the newly erected buildings in 
Nashville is the imposing Tennessee War Memorial Hall with spa­
cious surrounding park and grounds. Within convenient driving 
EA R D - B E L M O N T  
distance is Belle Meade, for many years a celebrated stock farm-
that section is now the location of Nashville's most exclusive resi' 
dential section and Golf Club. The Hermitage, the home and 
unal place of Andrew Jackson, is twelve miles from Nashville 
Not far from the Ward-Belmont campus is the battlefield of Nash-
, . ' on ^hlch stands a recently erected memorial, the workman­
ship of Moretti, the Italian artist. Nearby are the scenes nf th 
battles of Stone River and of F ranklin. 6 
THE C AMPUS 
Ward-Belmont, with an elevation of one hundred feet above 
toVnrh rh S !, beautiful Park formerly the site of Belmont • 
been made' Th tbe buildi"gs ^tensive additions have 
devotM 1 atWer-'Tu3 °rty'fiVe ^ a Part of whick is devoted to athletic fields, is surrounded by one of the best resi 
St °tTaShv"Ie- " 15 sufficiently removed to ?ve 
v e r r h  1  S e c l u s i o n  w h i c h  ar e  c o n d u c i v e  t o  s t u d i o u s  h a b i t s -
yet the railway station, the shopping districts, and the churches 
of all denominations in the city are easily accessible In the same 
for Teach6"'V™ Vande[biltUniversity, GeorgePeabody College 
of Y . MCA' g£ 3nd tHe Southern Graduate School 
CLIMATE A ND H EALTH 
ness^e6nLrkeN/hmnPhereJand temPerate climate of Middle Ten­nessee make Nashville an ideal location for school work Puoils 
"e states, as well as those from Zt sou* 
weleT̂ d1l? rf6116' * PhySiCal advantâ - Tba 3 
games which hav V" '" u campus encourage outdoor sports and 
font lieakh recoM Hthe schcok1"6'1 t°WarC' ma'ntaining the excel-
depmdf on6lZsLraiaIiZeSiUSt H°W mUCh the heaIth of its ̂ dents 
every possible way. Thebufid"8' ^ Safeguards their health in 
is filtered sterilized r lnj^s are sanitaO^ the drinking water 
throughout the buildi^* trTined and^^ ^ hygJniC fountains 
charge of a well-ordered UrZry A fiST ^ 
requirement that a certificate of gc^dltaZZfPreCtUtj0K * ̂  
resident student. health be furnished by every 
 ̂*gem th« ">«' 
With th, C'": ls """ » *= focd. 
much is done to induce an excdlent' heTkZ V* eXercise' XceIlent health record. The kitchen 
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-— (in 
and bakery have the latest improvements in steam cooking, gas 
and electric appliances, and cold storage; the dining halls are com­
modious and attractive. The menus are supervised by a trained 
dietitian. 
BUILDINGS A ND E QUIPMENT 
The nucleus of the buildings is the old Acklen residence, an 
unusual adaptation of Italian architecture. Grouped around this 
interesting example of the center of an old southern estate are the 
buildings which have been added at intervals by the school. These 
buildings are arranged in the shape of a quadrangle with one open 
side. On the north side of t his square are located Fidelity, North 
Front, South Front, and Founders Halls, with the drawing rooms, 
the auditorium, and the dining rooms; on the east, three other resi­
dence halls—Pembroke Hall, Heron Hall, and Senior Hall; on the 
south, the Academic Building and the Gymnasium. Other build­
ings on the campus included in the school plant are the High School 
Building, the music practice house, the social club buildings, and 
the heating plant. Buildings adjacent to the campus are utilized 
for the intermediate school, home economics work and additional 
music studios. The buildings are handsome and commodious, and 
are models in their adaptation to school use. They are fitted with 
the most improved methods of sanitation, heating, lighting, ven­
tilation, and fire escapes. 
The Academic Building, in classic colonial architecture, was 
completed and equipped in 1914. In this building are the large, 
well-lighted class rooms, the library, the science laboratories, the 
expression and art studios, and the administration offices. The 
library, containing over 8,000 volumes, is under the care of expe­
rienced librarians, and is open daily except Sunday. The ground 
floor of this building contains the chemistry, biology, and phys­
iology laboratories and lecture rooms. The offices, library and some 
of the class rooms occupy the main floor. Above on the second 
floor are class rooms for literary subjects and musical science; here 
also is the expression studio, amply adapted for class work, and for 
the production of plays before a small audience. The third floor is 
mainly occupied by the art studio and interior decoration rooms. 
A few class rooms are included on this floor. Most of the high 
school classes are held in the high school building. 
A gymnasium, with every modern improvement, has recently 
been completed. In style it conforms to that of the Academic 
Building with which it connects. The ground floor contains bowling 
alleys, showers, lockers, linen, shampoo, and hair drying rooms. 
w _ A  R D - b e l m o n t  
The mam floor constitutes the large gymnasium; it provides two 
spacious, well-lighted rooms for all forms of gymnastic exercise 
The next floor contains the visitors' galleries, a studio for aesthetic 
and troohSs "TTSma" r°°mS f°r Speda' claSSeS' board meet>ngs, 
and trophies The swimming pool is in a separate buildin" which 
connects with the gymnasium. 
studSenTrth,!!0rrTlit0rieS 3re Provided for co11^ and high-school 
Sent promoting the individual welfare of each depart­
ments Seef T "? 3re We" fumished and in their arrange-
~etS6Very Tm °f COmfortable and refined home life. 
Pembroke, Senior and Heron Halls are arranged in suites of two 
uble rooms with connecting bath, or, in some cases, of two single 
me doSble'0""6''1"8^111- ,°ther d°rmitories have either sepa-
on everv fln \W,tuH 3mple appointments and baths 
"I kf t! J bath SUites of two double rooms each. Each 
aid withT'' W' mgS' dl"eSSer'table' chairs' sinS,e iron beds, 
ouLe et eXCept'°T' Separate cloSets- A11 the rooms have 
outs.de exposure, with abundant sunlight and fresh air 
for thTtln61:^ CJUb h°USeS haVe recent|y been completed for the ten soc , cIubs for res.dent Ea 
pared for meetings and informal entertaining. 
SOCIAL C LUBS 
antlnd h'if 71th 3 membershiP of fifty to sixty each, are a pleas-
inoneofrS Tu™ °f the SOCial life of the schoob Membership 
'S efPfeCted °f eVer^ resident stude^ They 
Snd infoZln I f°r S0Cia1'literar^ or musical programs, 
Se clutTS °ther.timeS f°r reCreation- A sPirit of^oySlty in 
e5tudentsthebcst L 
RELIGIOUS AC TIVITIES 
madTehtoUiimiStpCtarHniSm * Hved °r taught' earnest effort is 
life and service. Repul SJ;rf"gtben tbe impulse toward Christian 
and there is an active^™' 6 W^68 w? P3rt °f the curriculum, 
which members of rhp f l S omen s Christian Association, in 
ass.iar^tttblfTlty £°°Perate With the ^uclents. The 
the activities of the A6mpl07 3 secretary. who directs 
organization arp • i tbat the influences of this 
Bible tra^L ̂  m J *^ °f the Schoob Systanatic 
g ^ miSS1°n study- devotional exercises at chapel, 
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and frequent visits by the pastors of the city are among the agen­
cies by which the school life is made wholesome and inspiring. The 
spirit of church loyalty is fostered by requiring each student to 
attend the church of her parents choice on Sunday morning. 
DRESS AN D H OUSEHOLD A RTICLES 
Extravagance and extremes in dress are firmly discouraged. 
The administration presents its ideas and regulations for appro­
priate dress for the Ward-Belmont girl in a dress circular, which 
will be sent on request to each mother who contemplates sending 
her daughter to the school. 
An abundant supply of table napkins, towels, sheets, pillow­
cases, and bedspreads is furnished each student at a reasonable 
charge for the year. 
GOVERNMENT 
Discipline in Ward-Belmont is simplified by a modified form 
of student government, properly safeguarded by faculty coopera­
tion and supervision. This organization consists of (i) a student 
council, composed of representatives chosen by the students from 
the High-School as well as the College classes; (z) a faculty com­
mittee appointed by the President; and (3) the President. 
Full details of the Student Government are given in the Blue 
Book, which is presented each student on entering. 
LECTURES AN D EN TERTAINMENTS 
Nashville is especially fortunate in securing each year famous 
lecturers, artists, and entertainers. These performances cover a 
great variety of subjects. Many of them are free to the student 
body. The school has a Star Entertainment Course presented to 
the resident students each year for a nominal sum. During the 
past year the artists secured by the school made distinct contribu­
tions to the cultural advancement of the student body. To give a 
list of the notable people who have been here in times past would 
have no other effect than to emphasize the school's interest in 
securing the very best. 
EXCURSIONS 
In addition to the lectures and entertainments, the students are 
given opportunities each year to visit some of the notable places 
in or near Nashville, such as Chattanooga, which is a beautiful as 
well as historical spot, Mammoth Cave, and Muscle Shoals, the 
(1«—-  RD' bE . L M O n t  
site of the gigantic hydro-electric power enterprise. Other excur 
SdTr°;gan,Zed,' Sh°uld 3 SUffident "Umber studentbeTnte;: 
ested, at times when they do not conflict with the school work 
spends0^" * the CUSt°m °f tWmty years' a school party 
spends the summer vacation in Europe under the direction 
chaperonage of members of the Ward-Belmont staff. 
COURSE OF ST UDY IN LIBERAL A RTS 
Ward-Belmont, a junior college, accredited by the Association 
X xt &condary Sch~is °f the 
tory sch^Und°re,f C0lreSPOnding t0 the four years of a PrePara-
fo™rconpv A sbman sophomore years of a standard 
college or u^l St"dentuwho ^"templates entering a certain 
advise the Dea rS' ^ ̂  1 comPletion of this course should 
whth ^ /I3 regarding her choice' so that the sub-
that institution. 3 ^ m ard"Belmont may be th°se required by 
eralDblom^W-^18 DeparPnent> Ward-Belmont offers a Cen-
ExprSmTav^ CCrta'n mitations, work in Music, Art, or 
AT!U AY BE counted toward graduation. 
to the hthsrh 1th6 f°Ur YearS °f the course' corresponding 
Certificate nrS hT Students may rece>ve the High-School 
the completion I e 1 e ProPer balance has been maintained by 
can3arTci "T* preSCribed Those earning this certificate 
College Diploma ^ ̂  r^uireraents f°r a Ward-Belmont Junior 
afdi^nal years' °r they may he admitted 
admit students on'r" ffi ^ 'ng C0"eges and universities which 
entrance reauiren? TfT' P.r°Vided in each case the peculiar 
For description of ° S° 1 e institution considered have been met. ror description of courses see pages 26 to 43. 
HOME E CONOMICS 
"XX D ° m e S t i C  Ar t  «r e  "»»  as  «en-X!XS;tx ren- Respo"di"s ->ths 
partment for the studv' of thr- h , maintains a thorough de-
its comprehensive courses its wefi"6 3 Its var*ed Problems. With 
its able corps of teachers thk rl ~eqUlpped laboratories, and with 
an established place amono- , ePartment of practical worth holds 
description of courses see page 44 6partments of the school. For 
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SECRETARIAL C OURSE 
To meet still further the needs of the present time Ward-
Belmont is offering special courses in stenography, typewriting, 
and bookkeeping, thus giving an insight into the practical funda­
mentals of business. For description of courses see page 47. 
PHYSICAL E DUCATION A ND P LAYGROUND 
SUPERVISION 
Thorough courses are offered in Physical Education and in 
Playground Supervision, subjects which are being emphasized to­
day as never before in education. The campus affords opportunity 
for outdoor games, the gymnasium is so equipped that exercise 
may be adapted to the individual needs of the pupil, and the swim­
ming pool is modern at every point and free to all students. Trained 
teachers are in charge of all of the work of this department. The 
work in Playground Supervision is so planned that the students 
enjoy the recreation, and at the same time grasp the methods by 
which directed play may be made to promote health, stimulate 
the intellect, and lift the moral tone of any community. For 
description of courses see page 50. 
ART 
Courses in the School of Art are planned for students who 
wish either to make a practical application of Art and Design in 
the commercial world or to obtain a general knowledge of Art 
and its History. Students are always welcome to the studios. 
Special exhibitions are prepared or secured from time to time to 
cultivate a love for the beautiful in color and form. For description 
of courses see page 55. 
EXPRESSION 
Courses in Expression are offered which equip students not only 
to take part in works of Dramatic Art, but also to teach. Public 
Speaking is offered by this department. In the School of Expres­
sion class recitals at frequent intervals afford to the participants 
splendid opportunity of development, and to the school at large a 
means of real entertainment. Attractive studios make the work of 
this department a genuine delight. For description of courses 
see page 59. 
Z A R JL • B E L  M  o  N  T  
MUSIC 
Ward-Beta„t&h„010tMuS|cisproudofits 
H5t5 tS 
Its graduates are successfully concerting or teaching' For descrio 
SXSSZof s tudy see pa6es 61'»- - ™**£S 
ADVICE ON C HOICE OF SUBJECTS 
by £L7S'wtiv.TupS0' Wy •*clearIy undmK»d 
each pupil's course be ^plartSVrhe'ETS 
1 SZT'T?' and ?! ?Md™' ««» »d 2S be ,l£ 
into account. To accomplish these ends, correspondence and ner 
coC:L? e.x:'fbthe Dcan are e»dia»y A Xs 
office by AuSt !^ 6nSUlng Year Sh°uld be filed in the Dea"'s 
patrons are urfed / °r 38 S°°n thereafter as Possible. Prospective 
of study JSt TPer3u WitH US WOrkinS out this cou^ 
patmn on thTon ^ be m°dified' if fc seems desiradle to a 
the year are °Pe"mg da^s °f SchooI; but further changes during 
greatest advancem ^ dlSC°Uraged Continuity of effort and the greatest advancement can in this way be secured. 
APPLICATION FO R EN ROLLMENT 
- *puld Ta* 
can be definitely enrolled W'r i ?Sent on re£luest. and no student 
ted to the Registrar w fh bt!* they properly filled out, submit-
accepted. S r with the enrollment fee of $25, and formally 
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FACULTY 
JOHN DIELL BLANTON, B.A., LL.D. 
President 
JOHN WYNNE BARTON, M.A., LL.D. 
Vice President 
ANDREW BELL BENEDICT 
Vice President 
THOMAS D. D. QUA ID, M.A. 
Dean 
ANNIE CLAYBROOKE ALLISON, B.A., M.A. 
Principal of High School 
RUBY VAN HOOSER* 
Bible 
B A Athens College; Special Student, Scarritt College for Christian Workers; 
Graduate Student, University of Chicago 
OSCIE A. SANDERS 
Bible 
B.A., Rice Institute; M.A., University of Chicago. 
ALMA HOLLINGER 
Biology 
B.A., M.A., University of Michigan; Student, Michigan Biological Sta­
tion and Marine Biological Station, Venice, Cal. 
DOROTHY ELIZABETH NELSON 
Biology and Physiology 
B.A., University of Iowa; Graduate Work, Iowa State College 
JESSIE LEE FRENCH 
Assistant in Biology 
B.S. and M.A., George Peabody College for Teachers 
W. H. HOLLINSHEAD 
Chemistry 
Ph.G. and D.Sc., Vanderbilt University 
CATHERINE BERRY 
Assistant in Chemistry 
B.S., University of Missouri 
ELLEN WALLACE 
Economics and Sociology 
B.S., George Peabody College for Teachers; M.A., University of Chicago 
OLIVE CARTER ROSS 
English, Art History 
B A. University of Nashville; Graduate Student, Vanderbilt University; 
M.A., Columbia University 
•On leave of absence 1929-30. 
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THEODORA C OOLEY SC RUGGS 
English 
B.A., Wellesley College; M.A., Vanderbilt University 
ELLENE R ANSOM* 
English 
•A. and MA, Vanderbilt University; Spceial Student. Colunibia University 
ANNA PU GH 
English 
•A.. University of  Arkansas; M.A., University of  Chicago 
LOUISE LO RETZ H ERRON 
English, 
B.S.. Vanderbilt University; M.A.. Columbia University 
LINDA RH EA 
B.S., Vanderbilt University-M A C 
y. -A., Columbia University; M.A., Vanderbilt University 
KATHARINE V. LY DELL 
English 
A.B., Wellesley College 
ADELAIDE ME RRILL DR EW 
nA . . English 
MoUnt Co'^e; M A _ Radc,.ffe Co]lege 
SUSAN S . SO UBY 
English 
•s. and M.A., Ceorge Peabody College for Teachers 
MARTHA K. O RDWAY 
PH-B.. University of Chicago; M.f^tge Peabody Co|lege for 
VERA L. H AY 
English, History 
Ph.B., University of Chicago 
GLADYS B ROOKS 
BAPI. „ French 
Gra§uatePWwk,Sjn^erasky ofchTclgo.^ Lausanne: 
BERTHA M. RU EF 
A B v n French 
degfra^;'u^yarL^'^ Diplome de professeur 
EVELYN FE RRY 
B.A.. Mount Holyoke; Craduate Work u"^ • 
S-h Coliege. one 
AGNES A MIS 
p> . . French 
M'A" Teachers6' 
*On leave of absence ,919.JO-
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LUCY L. FO UNTAIN 
French 
A.B., Barnard College 
MARGARET R OBERSON HO LLINSHEAD 
German 
B.S. and M.A., Vanderbilt University 
ANNIE CL AYBROOKE A LLISON 
Latin 
B S and M.A.. George Peabody College for Teachers; Graduate Work. Peabody and 
University of Chicago 
MARTHA AN NETTE C ASON 
Latin 
BA., University of Chicago; M.A., Columbia University 
SADIE HA RMON 
Latin 
B.A., University of Kansas; M.A.. University of Nebraska 
RUTH K NUDSEN 
Latin 
B.A., Eureka College 
THOMAS B. D ONNER 
Spanish 
B.A.. East Texas Teachers College; M.A.. Southern Methodist University 
THELMA C AMPBELL 
Spanish 
B.A.. University of Arkansas; Graduate Work. National University of Mexico 
LORETTA C HENOWETH 
History 
B.A. and M.A., Northwestern University 
CAROLINE L EAVELL 
History 
B.S., Vanderbilt University; M.A., Columbia University 
WILMOTH D INNING 
History 
B.A., Randolph-Macon Woman's College 
GERTRUDE C ASEBIER 
History 
B.A., Western Kentucky State Teachers College 
NELLIE PY LE M ISER 
Mathematics 
B.A., Huron College; Graduate Student, University of Chicago 
ELIZABETH L OWRY 
Mathematics 
B.A., Tennessee College; M.A.. George Peabody College for Teachers 
w 
(20)- A R D - B E L M 0 N 
ROBBIE A LLISON SHACKLEFORD 
Mathematics 
B.A., Vanderbilt University 
NELLE MA JOR 
Mathematics 
B.S.. George Peabody College for Teachers 
MARY RA CHEL NO RRIS 
Psychology, Education 
B.A. and M.A., Bryn Mawr College 
THOMAS D. D. Q UA ID 
Psychology, Education 
B.A. and M.A., University of Oklahoma 
MARTHA CR OCKETT 
School Tutor 
A.B.. Vanderbilt University; M.A., University of Pennsylvania 
MATTYE SM ALLING TH OMPSON 
Stenography, Typewriting, Bookkeeping 
• Ge orge Peabgly College fo^Teachem; SpreM Student at Simmons 
ELISABETH SUTHERLAND 
Foods and Cookery 
B.S., M.S., University of Wisconsin 
HELEN EL IZABETH CO BB 
f-s , Textiles and Clothing 
• Wassss sssssftasr*"—— 
FRANCES G. S WENSON 
-Assistant m Home Economics 
'°Wa State Co'lage: M.S., Iowa State College 
MARY W YNNE SH ACKELFORD 
Graduate A Director School of Art 
Fbie a'nd ApplM A^^I'SaVsjSnf NPfav '"Jfc'""' Department of 
and Applied A5££ °'F"* 
LOUISE G ORDON 
_ Art 
Graduate of the New York School of Fine and Applied Art, 
GULNAR KH EIRALLA 
Art Education, Art Institute, Chicago; Student, University of Chicago 
PAULINE SHERWOOD T OWNSEND 
Graduate New F "ector School of Expression 
CATHARINE A . WI NNIA 
Graduate. Vanderbilt School of F Expr'"ion 
University and Student. Vanderbilt 
Student. Pauline Sh^oS 
w a r d - b e l m o n  I s  
EMMA I. SISSON 
Director School of Physical Education 
CATHERINE E. MORRISON 
Physical Training, Athletics, Swimming 
Dioloma from Possee Gymnasium, Boston; Special Student. Chaliff School, 
New York, and Columbia University 
JANE CARLING 
Riding 
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School; B.S., University of Wisconsin 
EVELYN JANTZER 
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Studied at Bosron T t • . Voice 
Pr'Tna&k grS¥^P®rterdyc°af M}-^ Pf» School of Music; 
KENNETH RO SE 
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LAWRENCE H RIGGS 
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Harry Redman.New EnS^nd^cL^^^k^l" and of 
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SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS 
JUNIOR COLLEGE DEPARTMENT 
ADMISSION.—Admission to the College Department is based 
on graduation from an accredited four-year high school or the 
presentation of 15 acceptable units. For those who apply for the 
Junior College diploma the following units are prescribed: English, 
3; Algebra, 1; Plane Geometry, 1; one foreign language, 2. The 
remaining 8 may include any unit offered by an accredited four-
year high school and meeting the general requirements as defined 
by the North Central, the Southern, or other standardizing agency 
of colleges and secondary schools. However, not more than 4 
units in vocational subjects and no fewer than 2 units in a foreign 
language will be accepted. 
CREDIT HOUR.—An hour represents one hour of recitation or 
lecture a week for one semester. The credit hour is referred to 
hereafter as semester hour. 
Two or more hours of laboratory work correspond to one hour 
of lecture or recitation, depending upon the nature of the labora­
tory work. 
In Art, six semester hours credit is given for ten hours of super­
vised studio work a week for the thirty-six weeks. In Music, two 
lessons a week, one and one-half hours daily practice, will receive 
one semester hour of credit each semester if accompanied by a 
course in Musical Science. In Expression, three semester hours 
credit is given for three hours of prepared class work and the 
necessary collateral and group work. 
HOURS RECOMMENDED.—For the average college student a 
maximum of fifteen hours of l iterary work a week is recommended, 
but under certain conditions a minimum of twelve and a maximum 
of seventeen for first year students, and eighteen for second year 
students are permitted. 
SPECIAL SUBJECTS.—Not more than a total of eighteen se­
mester hours may be counted toward a general diploma for work in 
the departments of Music, Art, Expression, Home Economics, and 
Secretarial Courses. Work in these departments, when completed 
elsewhere, will be credited toward a certificate or diploma in these 
special departments. 
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT. - Students presenting only 
two high-school units of foreign language are required to take 
two courses in college; those presenting three or more units are 
required to take at least one advanced course in college. 
ENGLISH.—Any student having credit for Freshman English 
Composition, whether taken in Ward-Belmont or elsewhere, whose 
work falls below standard may be required to make up the defi­
ciency in this subject under a tutor provided by the college. 
COLLEGE CREDIT will not be allowed for a high-school course 
in excess of those units required for college entrance. 
E™N.-NO course will be considered complete 
until the Physical Education requirements for that year shall have 
been met. (See page 50.) 
CLASSIFICATION. — The work completed by the beginning of 
Je school year determines the class to which a student belongs. 
high-school graduate meeting the above requirements is classi-
heclas a first-year college student. All second-year college students 
®fmet the entrance requirements for a diploma and are 
vear are 1 VC°UrSeJeading t0 a diPl°ma at the end of the school year are classified as Seniors. 
anvR^'PrETnREQU'REMENTS'~ F°r 3 diPloma in th* College or 
comt^etpH ?mn"- at least °ne ful1 year's work must be 
standina- the ard~Belmont- To receive credit for advanced 
from an' a S " H^ mUSt present to tbe Dean proper credentials 
. institution of junior or senior college grade. 
exceed hfrtv't ^ ̂  be det™d, in no case to 
exceed thirty-two semester hours, including Physical Education. 
dents^^aimnTtt0011'56 °f a° first"year colleSe stu' 
herself to coliea Tf 1SjC0Urse ls t0 assist the student in adjusting 
proper SstribS r °" HabitS and methods o^tudy 
vXsXmm:RF T,ME'ETC- WDI BE B* «*•»>*= 
One hour a week for one semester. No credit. 
EXAMINATION A ND M ARKS 
the^schedule'issued 'S " 6Very COUrse in accordance with 
R«WK are «„ed ,t the „d ^ ^ 
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with the following system: A, excellent; B, good; C, fair; D, pass­
ing; E, condition; F, failure; I, abs ent from examination, or work 
incomplete. 
Any condition in a semester grade must be removed in the 
succeeding semester else it becomes a failure. 
QUALITY H OURS 
Quality hours may be earned in the following manner: A six 
semester hour course completed with a grade of A is equivalent to 
eighteen quality hours; with a grade of B, to twelve quality hours; 
and with a grade of C, to six quality hours. 
REQUIREMENTS F OR J UNIOR COLLEGE DIPLOMA 
The completion of sixty-four semester quantity and sixty-four 
semester quality hours of college work, including English 1 and 2, 
English 21 and 22, one or two courses of foreign language, six 
semester hours of History, or eight semester hours of Science. 
Four semester hours of the sixty-four required must be in Physical 
Education. Eighteen semester hours of work taken in special 
departments may be credited toward this diploma. 
The requirements for the certificates and diplomas in the 
departments of Home Economics, Secretarial Course, Physical 
Education, Art, Expression and Music are outlined under each 
department. 
NUMBERING O F C OURSES 
The courses of study of college rank are designated with Arabic 
numerals from 1 to 50. The courses of high school rank are desig­
nated with Roman numerals. See notes under Description of 
Courses. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
Courses numbered i to 9 are open to First Year College stu­
dents Courses-numbered 10 to 19 are open to First and Second 
Year College students. Courses numbered 20 to 50 are open to 
Second Year College students only. 
If c redit is only allowed for the completion of the year's work 
the course numbers are separated by a comma. 1 f credit is allowed 
for either semester of a year's work the course numbers are sepa­
rated by a semicolon. 
The school reserves the right to withdraw any class for which 
there are not as many as six applicants. 
BIBLE 
II .12. A Survey of Biblical Literature. The origin and development of the 
Shrp* <Tommonwef'th' and rise of literary prophecy, and the rise of the 
of rh K -e0CraCy'r J?6 stuciy is conc'uded by an examination of the literature ot the beginnings of Christianity. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
as3 a °f J"US- A comparative study of the four Gospels, using them 
as a basis for a review of the life and times of Christ 
1 wo hours a week. 
First semester. n Credit, two semester hours. 
Acts and ihe.DeveloPment »S Apostolic Church. The book of 
toTraso the rTf'"e baS'S °f this course' A" attempt is made 
in the midst of which* r'i°US message of Pau'>and to show the environment 
rlThourfa S. nStlan m°Vement °Hginated-
Second semester. „ 
Credit, two semester hours. 
BIOLOGY 
study of th e censtrurr0dUCt'un ^undamentals of living protoplasm; a 
Plant Som from tu £' Ph^S olofy a"d ecology of plants. A survey of the 
lie ure rT u T ^ the hi§hest plants. Lecture, three hours; laboratory, four hours. 
First semester. 
Credit, four semester hours. 
animal lifef^Consid^tion Ueiv0'?^!! pheno!T,ena and general principles of 
tions to human life. Types are ' ,efpractical relation of biological condi-
tive study. from each animal group for compara-
Credit, four semester hours. 
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Open to students who have completed two years High School French or 
French 11, 12, or its equivalent. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
Note: I f a student who enters this course is reported deficient at the end of first two weeks 
it will be necessary for her to enter a special review class for one semester to strengthen her in 
the fundamentals of French. No credit will be given for this course but the student may resume 
French 13 at the beginning of the second semester. 
1 5 ;  1 6 .  C o n v e r s a t i o n ;  sufficient reading of good literature to serve as a basis 
of progress in conversation. Reports on French magazine and newspaper 
articles. 
Two hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
21; 22. General survey of t he history of French literature; reading of authors 
representative of each period; recitations, discussions and themes on class­
room work and outside reading. 
Open to students who have completed French 13, 14 or its equivalent. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
23; 24. Nineteenth and twentieth century French literature; extensive out­
side reading; oral and written reports. 
Open to students who have com' 'nch 21, 22 or its equivalent. 
Three ^o,,rr' ? week irst semester: nt 
lie native poetry. Second semester: lyric poetry, Credit, six semester hours. 
A study in masterpieces of English and American Liccic. 
on modern selections. The course is recommended to those students who a. 
taking special work not leading to a college degree and to those who have had 
little work in literature in high school. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
21, 22. Survey of English Literature. This course is required for graduation 
and has for a prerequisite English 1, 2. The first part consists of the survey 
from Beowulf to the Restoration Period. The second part from the Restora­
tion through the Victorian Period. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
23; 24. Shakespeare. A careful study of a number of Shakespeare's plays 
with a more rapid reading of others. These are compared with other plays, 
Elizabethan and others. Particular attention is given to background and in­
fluence of predecessors and contemporaries. The first semester work consists 
of the comedies and histories; the second of tragedies with a few eighteenth 
century and modern plays in comparison. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
1 
: l i i j  
IP 
DESCRIPTION O F CO URSES 
Courses numbered i to 9 are open to First Yenr r„ii '! 
dents. Courses-numbered 10 m m r- Co'^ge stu- > 
Year College students Course h t0 St and Second 
Wd Year Co ^7^^" ° >°««» / 
the coS'^S .'"T'tf Jh y«"'s / 
for either semester of a year's 1 I  a, comma. credit is allowed f  
rated by . sem7colo„ " " ' "" Ct,urse «« 
- *" ' 
BIBLE 
Hebrew Commonwealth and the rise"of^l-t^6 °nS'n ^ develoPment o{ tha J 
Hebrew theocracy. The study is conrl !t pr°phecy' and the rise °f the 
of the beginnings of Christianity " 6 y 3" exarnination °f the literature 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. n ,. . 
t-redit, six semester hours. / 
'3- Jhe Life of Jesus. A com parr t 
as a basis for a review of the life FRENCH Gospels, using them 
Two hours a week. 
Fir ' ̂— Jiegtnners' Course r„ „ 
asT bte? °n se,ected texts; dicteUom Pr°nUnciati°m written and oral exer-
U Br"r M BeaU Pays de France • LavireadinS fro™ such texts 
F™ i, " °ncle et Mon Cur^ Hout ^St°'S ̂  Fra"Ce (cour moye"k 
Four hours a week. '' HoUse' nree French Comedies 
First semester, second semester. 
Credit, eight semester hours. 
H^^inE8reH°^*^^^^pSp™"^ciattoireC'rit° Wh° W,'sh to act*uire 
dent wh®8 refding the 'anguage n'l •" SP°ken French aa «U as 
work and»E t0 travel a"d study ab oad ^ 'S p,anned stu-
two hSs onTT °f threehoutsofsupervi'Sed ^ ̂  H°UrS °f c!ass 
e hours (practice work") a > 
First semester second } Week' ' sec°nd semester. „ 
M  ,. r Credit, eight semester hours. 
. ' 4" Grammar Review • 
'ng; memory worktIT' C°mposit>'on; conversation- ri- -
Mile, de la S,.- i-x ,n8 from such texr* a dictation; sight read-
Stories by Contf"'"' ^ ̂  ̂"deau, 
La France et Sa Civilisation ™^ French N°velists; 
W A R D - B E L M O N T  
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Open to students who have completed two years High School French or 
French 11, 12, or its equivalent. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
Note: I f a student who enters this course is reported deficient at the end of first two weeks 
it will be necessary for her to enter a special review class for one semester to strengthen her in 
the fundamentals of French. No credit will be given for this course but the student may resume 
French 13 at the beginning of the second semester. 
15; 16. Conversation; sufficient reading of good literature to serve as a basis 
of progress in conversation. Reports on French magazine and newspaper 
articles. 
Two hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
21; 22. General survey of the history of French literature; reading of authors 
representative of each period; recitations, discussions and themes on class­
room work and outside reading. 
Open to students who have completed French 13, 14 or its equivalent. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
23; 24. Nineteenth and twentieth century French literature; extensive out­
side reading; oral and written reports. 
Open to students who have completed French 21, 22 o r its equivalent. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
GERMAN 
I I ,I2. Beginners' Course. Grammar, prose composition, conversation, and 
memorizing of poetry; simple paraphrasing; dictation; reading of a t least two 
hundred and fifty pages from such texts as Storm, Immensee; Zchokke, Der 
Zerbrochene Krug; Baumbach, Waldnovellen; Gerstacker, Germelshausen; 
easy plays by Benedix, Wilhelmi or Fulda. 
Four hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, eight semester hours. 
13, 14. Grammar, composition; written and oral exercises based on texts; 
sight and parallel reading; themes; reading of about five hundred pages from 
such texts as Schiller, Die Jungfrau von Orleans; Storm, In St. Jurgen; Klenze, 
Deutsche Gedichte; Geothe, Hermann and Dorothea; Baumbach, Der 
Schwiegersohn; Freytag, Der Rittmeister von Alt-Rosen. 
Open to students who have had two years High School German or German 
11, 12 or its equivalent. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
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LATIN 
1, 2. Cicero Reading of not less than four orations, collateral readings 
Latin composition. ngs-
Prerequisite: Two units of High School Latin. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
I'4:. Verf-. Readi"g of not less than four books of the Aeneid, collateral 
readings. Latin composition. a 
alem.rereqUiS'te: UnitS °f High Scho°' °t Latin ,, 2 or its equiv-
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
i'2'n Cicero' De Senectute, selections from De Amicitia 
b. Horace. Selected odes and epodes. 
Lectures, collateral readings. Latin composition. 
aJt"^1"8^ F°Ur °f High 5011001 Latin' or Latin 3, 4 or its equiv-
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
lateral0 readings!"' ^ H°ra°e and Juvenal' >-tures, col-
Prerequisite: Utin II, 12 or its equivalent. 
I nree hours a week. 
First semester. ^ 
Credit, three semester hours. 
"°m pi™ -d t»"»-
or its equivalent. Lat'n °F "S equivalent; bV special permission, Latin 11,12 
Three hours a week. 
Second semester. n 
Credit, three semester hours. 
SPANISH 
Pages of ^mp"e Spanish'nros Granimar: the reading of about three hundred 
texts; conversation. wntten and oraI exercises founded on selected 
Four hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. p. ,v . 
Lredit, eight semester hours. 
*3> 14. Grammar reviewed* t- h«» a • 
standard authors of S pain and SnTv TV ab°Ut three hundred pages from 
Open to students who have had V Ame™a; composition; conversation. 
11 > 12 or i ts equivalent. 3 tW° r̂ears ^8^ School Spanish or Spanish 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. p ,. 
Credit, six semester hours. 
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21 Advanced course, conducted chiefly in Spanish. Intensive reading of 
about four hundred pages from standard authors. Certain of these are read 
in Class - others are assigned for parallel reading. Lectures will be given on the 
language and the literature. Reports will be required upon readings and 
lectures. 
Open to students who have completed courses 13, 14 o r equivalent. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
22. A study of periodical literature with conversation, composition both pri­
vate and commercial. Prerequisite, Spanish 21 or its equivalent. 
Three hours a week. 
Second semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
HISTORY 
11 12. European History. The first part of the course covers the period from 
i;oo to 1814. Evolution of European civilization, as accomplished by the 
cultural, religious, commercial and political revolutions. International rela­
tions as influenced by dynastic rivalries and revolutionary movements o 
thC The second part covers the period from 1814 to the present. Emphasis on 
the Industrial Revolution as a factor in the social, economic and political 
development of E urope, and on the international relations culminating in the 
World War. A brief study of p ost-war conditions and problems. 
Three hours a week. . , 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
,3-14. English History. The first half of the course is designed to give an 
understanding of the leading problems in the life of England today.Af 
brief survey of English political history, the course embraces the study 
definite lines of development, each traced through from 'tsbegmningas a 
separate problem. At some point in the course a small portion of history 
established and written by the student from source material. 
The second half is a survey of l ater English political history 
on the formation and growth of the Empire; development of commerce, of 
industry and the resulting social changes; growth of cabinet government and 
of popular control over Parliamental foreign relations. 
Three hours a week. Credit, six semester hours. 
First semester, second semester. 
2,, 22. History of the United States. The first half off the. course covers the 
period from .789 to .86;. Brief introductory study of theQwcalPrir.od 
the conditions from which the Constitution was an o ' n the rjse 
ment of our government under the Constitution, wi ^ shaping 
of American democracy, expansion, and sectionalism a 
" „ the petled tan ,», » £ ££*£ 
metil, t. give the indent en intelligent undenending o! the United M. 
E A R D - B E L M O H T  
of the present day. Sectional issues between East and West • economic A i 
ment and industrial consolidation, with the resulting ° ™C DEVEV 
•ems; growth of the United States' asaworldSweT P°llUCaI P^ 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester • 
t-redit, six semester hours. 
governments are „ . . Uurlng the sec°nd semester state and local ssSasss 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Cn*A\+ • » Credit, six semester hours 
HISTORY A ND A PPRECIATION OF A RT 
W~mHIL~"FLVLRR' "• "RCH,,MM' »D •«•«*'» 
Greek Art. ' be&nnmS t0 A"D" special attention to 
reports.^"1 StUdy °f PrintS' C°'0r reProd"«ion, etc. Library work, written 
Three hours a week. 
First semester. _ 
Credit, three semester hours. 
Western Europe from^'^AD' SCuIpture and Paint'ng in 
Careful study of pit m| hr°Ugb the ItaIian Renaissance. 
Library ~ 
Three hours a week. 
Second semester. 
Credit, three semester hours. 
otc: Courses i x a nd 
later Italian, wly Flemish Zd^'^r The Renaissance period in early and 
toric backgrounds and national T V erman, with special reference to his-
Lectures coWHm characteristics. 
Twohou'rst wl: 5^31'0"3' 'ibrary Work' reports. 
First semester. 
Credit, two semester hours. 
Flanders, Holland, Spain, France and Ensf rTfh'S course c°vers painting in 
nd England from the Great Creative period 
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of t he 17th Century to the present. Special attention to national characteris­
tics, the various schools of painting and the modern movements. 
Colored illustrations, library work, lectures and written reports. 
Two hours a week. 
Second semester. Credit, two semester hours. 
Note: Courses 1.2 cover entirely requirements for Introduction of Art (Art 11, 12), for all 
Diploma courses in the School of Art and for Diploma in Dancing Department of Physical 
Education. This course may also carry a general academic credit in either first or second year 
of college work. 
22. A survey course in the painting and sculpture with lectures on the types 
of a rchitecture in America from colonial times to the present. 
This course should be taken in connection with English 25, 26. 
Three hours a week. 
Second semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
HISTORY AN D A PPRECIATION O F M USIC 
Note: Courses offered in the School of Music in History and Appreciation of Music are 
open for academic credit with approval of the Dean. For description of courses offered see 
page 69. 
MATHEMATICS 
I. College Algebra. A general review, followed by a treatment of to pics espe­
cially helpful in Trigonometry, Analytic Geometry, and the Calculus. 
Open to students who have had only one unit of Algebra and one unit of 
Plane Geometry in high school. 
Four hours a week. 
First semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
n. College Algebra. A brief review, followed by a treatment of topics espe­
cially helpful in Trigonometry, Analytic Geometry, and the Calculus. 
Open to students who have had at least one and one-half units of Algebra 
and one unit of Plane Geometry in high school. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
I I .  P l a n e  T r i g o n o m e t r y .  T he work consists of trigonometric functions and 
formulae, theory and use of tables, solution of right and oblique triangles 
(with applications to problems of Physics and Surveying), inverse functions, 
trigonometric equations. 
Three hours a week. 
Second semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
z i .  A n a l y t i c  G e o m e t r y .  G raphical representation of points and curves in a 
plane, determination of the properties and relations of plane curves by a study 
of their equations and graphs. The straight line and the conic sections are fully 
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investigated. The course includes an introduction to Analytic Geometry of 
three dimensions. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
22. Differential Calculus. Beginners'Course. Methods of differentiation with 
the usual geometric and physical applications. Problems of maxima and'min­
ima,etc. Prerequisite: Mathematics 21. 
Three hours a week. 
Second semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION 
'u-'ij1' Eiucall0n- Elementary Education. The first semester is devoted to 
child study, and consists of the simple elements of psychology that appear in 
the development and training of the child. The second semester is divided into 
two parts and consists of the principles of teaching and the principles of man­
agement. The course is offered especially for those who desire to be in line 
or certificates to teach, upon the completion of other necessary academic 
work. Open to either first or second year college students. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours 
I I ;  2 2 .  Psychology. An introductory course in Psychology, giving a general 
survey o t e undamental facts and laws of mind, with applications and 
simpe 1 ustrative experiments, followed by an introductory course in the 
study of childhood, with practical applications. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
2" Education. History of Education. History of European Education from 
lution^f rh^ j 2 prfsent time- The object of this course is to study the evo-
had its r, • -C l'cat10" ic'ea' in conr>ection with the conditions in which it 
had its origin and amid which it developed. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester. ~ , 
Credit, three semester hours. 
the more ^du^ation in the United States. A study of some of 
tion of Public Frl" presen ay problems in the organization and administra-
«« ,ht «* °< ** «— 
Three hours a week. 
Second semester. _ 
Credit, three semester hours. 
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HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT 
Requirement for Admission 
Students who have completed the grammar-school grades will 
be admitted without examination to the first-year High School 
class. It is necessary that the applicant present from the principal 
of t he school from which she comes an official statement that she 
has completed the grammar school grades. 
Students who seek admission to any High School class beyond 
that of the first year must present upon application a transcript 
showing the official record of all high-school work previously 
carried. If the school is not accredited satisfactory examination 
will b e required. 
Yearly Schedule 
A student's yearly schedule should consist of four subjects 
credited as one unit each. Under certain conditions, however, a 
minimum of t hree subjects and a maximum of five are allowed. 
Physical Education 
Required of all students. For a description of the required and 
elective courses see Department of Physical Education. 
Requirements for the High School Certificate 
The High-School Certificate is awarded to students who have 
completed sixteen preparatory units, as described below, and the 
prescribed work in physical education. Of the required sixteen 
units at least four must be taken in Ward-Belmont. 
A unit represents five periods of at least forty-five minutes each 
per week for a year in a subject ordinarily taught in standard high 
schools, each recitation requiring preparation. 
No credit is given for less than two years of a foreign language 
taken in high school. 
Required Units—9. 
English 
Foreign Language 
History 
Mathematics 
Science 
Elective Units—7. 
3 un its—including English IV. 
2 units in one language. 
1 unit. 
2 units—Algebra, 1 un it. 
Plane Geometry, 1 u nit. 
1 un it in Biology, Chemistry, or 
Physics. 
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Credit Allowed in Special Subjects 
No credit is allowed for work completed below the third year 
of high school in music, art, expression, or home economics. 
Not more than two units in any one of these subjects nor more 
than a total of t hree will b e credited toward a high-school certifi­
cate: Music—One unit of credit represents two lessons per week in 
piano, organ, violin, or voice, accompanied by a course in theory 
of m usic. One hours' daily practice is required. Art—One unit 
represents ten periods of supervised studio work per week. Expres­
sion— One unit represents five periods of prepared class work per 
week. Home Economics—One-half unit in Cooking or in Sewing 
represents one lecture period and two double laboratory periods 
each week for the session. See the Home Economics Department 
for descriptions of courses open to third and fourth year high 
school students. 
Classification 
The work completed by the beginning of a school year deter­
mines the class to which a student belongs. 
Four completed units give second year classification. 
Eight completed units give third year classification. 
Twelve completed units give fourth year classification. 
If a student lacks not more than one of the required number of 
units, she will be given conditional classification. 
Reports and Grading System 
Reports are sent out from the office at the close of each month 
an at t e close of each semester. The monthly grade represents 
the average standing which the student has maintained, by dailv 
recitations, written work and tests, during any given month. The 
emes er gra e represents the combination of the semester exam-
n ion an t e average of m onthly grades. It stands as the per­
manent record of t he student. 
The system of grad ing is as follows: 
A Excellent D Passing 
B Above Average E Condition 
C Average F Failure 
collegeworka'cT^f not ""ecornmend for advanced high school or 
college work a student who does not make an average grade of "C." 
) 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
BIBLE 
I. Elementary Bible History. An elementary history of the Bible, intended 
to acquaint the student with leading Bible characters and events, together 
with the corresponding chronology and geography. Open to third and fourth 
year students. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit 
II. The Life of Jesus. Study of the land in which Jesus lived, its people and 
customs, the work and character of Jesus. Sources: the Gospel narratives, 
together with critical studies in the history, thought, and customs of his time. 
Open to third and fourth-year students. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
Courses III and IV are given in alternate years. 
BIOLOGY 
An elementary study of plant and animal life, including the principles of living 
protoplasm, structure and physiology of selected types, and economical rela­
tionships. 
Three recitations and two double periods of laboratory and field work. 
Open to third and fourth year students. 
First and second semesters. Credit, one unit. 
PHYSIOLOGY 
An introductory course in the study of the human body, dealing with its 
general structure and with the principles which govern hygienic living. Atten­
tion given to school hygiene. Recitation and demonstration. 
Open to first and second-year students, first semester. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one-half unit. 
CHEMISTRY 
A course planned to give the student a general knowledge of the facts and 
principles of Chemistry which will be of practical value in every day life. Open 
to third and fourth-year students. 
Recitations, three periods a week; laboratory, two double periods a week. 
Credit, one unit. 
ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY 
Economics. An Introduction to Economics. A study of economic factors re 
lating to labor, capital, and production; origin of the banking system, oreign 
and domestic commerce; agricultural problems; and economic pro ems o 
cities, of trades, and of taxation. The American Federation of Ubor; recent 
labor legislation, together with proposed reform measures. ne peri 
week devoted to present day national and international prob ems. 
Parallel readings and supplementary reports. Open to fourth-year students. 
Five periods a week. Second semester. Ore it, one a un 
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Sociology. An Introduction to Sociology. Origin of the family, forms of the 
family, historical development and problems of the modem family; growth of 
population and its distribution; immigration and recent laws controlling it-
problems of rural and urban communities; a rapid survey of the principles of 
Socialism in relation to education and progress. 
Extensive parallel reading, and special reports on various modern problems. 
Current problems are correlated with the text. Open to fourth-year students' 
Five periods a week. First semester. Credit, one-half unit! 
ENGLISH 
I. Composition and grammar three times a week. Literature twice a week-
Grammar: Special emphasis given to grammatical principles that con­
tribute to correct expression. Composition; simple narration, description, and 
letter writing. Weekly themes based on work done in school or on personal 
experience of pupils. Literature: Sketch Book, American Poetry, Merchant of 
Venice, Ivanhoe. Outside Readings, on which reports are made or tests given 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
II. Composition and grammar three times a week. Literature twice a week, 
rammar based on composition. Description, exposition, letter writing, 
and special methods of paragraph development. Unity and coherence stressed. 
Weekly themes corrected and returned to pupil for revision. Literature: Rime 
of the Ancient Mariner, Idylls 0} the King, Julius Caesar, Sir Roger de Coverley 
Papers, Silas Marner. Outside Readings, on which reports are made or tests 
given. 
Five periods a week. r- ... Credit, one unit. 
III. Literature three times a week. Composition twice a week. 
in F' evjew Principles necessary for correct and effective work 
SDeeial 1'°nan iterature. Composition; exposition and argumentation. 
retumerf T S-glVe,lt0 ^P08*0^ outlines. Weekly themes corrected and 
PalerVe( re/r,0r 6neCeSSary" Literature: Macbeth, Tale of Two Cities, 
reports are ma!?'" Sesame and Outside readings, on which reports are made or tests given. 
Five periods a week. r-
Credit, one unit. 
the four formTnf"^6 t'm^s a week- Composition twice a week. Composition: 
arousing wetness of form required. The 
principles reviewed"3h* artIstlc consciousness stressed. Grammatical 
English literature- fn®cessary' L'terature: outline of the history of 
°f BTUlL Pr0l0SUe to the Canterbury Tales, selec-
Dryden, Pope and frorrTfTt^ Milton s Minor Poems, selections from 
the Victorian writers Parallel1 C d'0^ ̂  ̂  P°etry of the Romantic and 
given. Open to fourth-year students'"8'' °" reP°rtS ^ made °r tEStS 
Five periods a week. 
Credit, one unit. 
pre h r FRENCH 
Materials: a grammaf Tor refS,mP'e F\ench~heard> spoken, read, written, 
on the grammar, provides livin^^T*3" testInS: a laboratory manual, based 
vocabulary; abundant easv and ai-ena r memorizing language forms and 
easy and interesting reading material; wall charts, 
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realia songs, etc. Pronunciation must be precise and independent—taught 
by ear and eye, continually practiced, then fixed by mastery of ph onetic sym­
bols. Daily dictation. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
French II. Continuation and elaboration of French I. Drills continued; 
dictation; abstracts oral and written; free composition; vocabulary-building 
continued; memorizing of poetry and songs. Simpler uses of all verbs; gram­
matical fundamentals mastered; English into French based on reading. Read­
ing and class discussion in French of 300-400 pages of standard texts. Parallel 
reading encouraged. Phonetic symbols required. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
French III. Special emphasis on vocabulary building, through association of 
ideas, antonyms and synonyms. Comprehensive review of the grammar. 
Memorizing of poems; dictations, compositions, daily conversations. Reading 
of about 500 pages from such texts as: About, "La Mere de la Marquise," 
Dumas, "Les Trois Mousquetaires," Moltere, "Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme." 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
GERMAN 
I. Grammar and composition; drill in phonetics; dictation exercises; reading 
of at least one hundred pages of easy prose and verse from such texts as. 
Gliick auf; Guerher's Mtirchen und Erzahlungen. Conversation based on text; 
and short lyrics memorized. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
I I .  G r a m m a r  a n d  c o m po s i t i o n ;  m e m o r y  w o r k ,  e a sy  p a r a p h r a s i n g  o f  t e x t s  
read; conversation; sight reading and readings of a t least two hundred pages 
from such texts as: Hauff, Der Zwerg Nase; Bliitgen, Das Peterle von Niirnberg; 
Sudermann, Teja; Arnold, Fritz auf Ferien; Schiller, Der Nefe als Onkel. 
Five periods a week. Credit> one un,t" 
LATIN 
I. Essentials of Latin, regular first year work. 
Five periods a week. ^'re one unIt-
I I .  C a e s a r :  e q u i v a l e n t  o f  B o o k s  I - I V .  L a t i n  c o m p o s i t i o n .  
.? , Credit, one unit. Five periods a week. 
I l l  Cicero: Catiline Orations, Manilian Law, Archias. Latin composition. 
_. . , , Credit, one unit. Five periods a week. 
IV. Vergil: Aeneid I-VI. Latin composition. 
. , . Credit, one unit. Five periods a week. 
SPANISH 
I. Introduction to Spanish. Special emphasis placed upon sPf ^ a"d J"'" 
ing Spanish; drill on pronunciation by means of phonetic word study, readmg, 
and exercises; practical vocabulary study of useful w°rds;c°mpMlt'^""^!! 
ing the rules and forms of Spanish grammar; gradual intr uction o 
tion into class work; reading of simple Spanish prose. pen o se 
third-year students. Creditj one 
Five periods a week. 
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II. Advanced Sp anish. Continuation in more advanced form of the method, 
and materials of S panish I; extensive use of Spanish as the language of the 
class-room; intensive and systematic study of vocabulary, grammar, and com! 
position, reading of Spanish prose with dictation and conversation based 
thereon; projects for translation of material from English into Spanish 
Five periods a week. ^ 
Credit, one unit. 
HISTORY 
to tlfe mmTJT HiSt0ry' AuStUdy °f Eur°Pean history ancient times 
to the middle of the seventeenth century. A brief account of the oriental coun­
tries as a background for Greek and Roman history; religious, political social 
and military conditions during the middle ages; the Renaissance; period of 
colonization; the Protestant Reformation. ^ 
First semester, class reports on supplementary work. Second semester 
throughout the y^ °f ^ SEC°ndary Map ^k 
Five periods a week. ^ 
Credit, one unit. 
II. Modern European History. A study of the history of Europe from the 
tuMsm1inEtUiy H RiVa'ry f°r C°Ionial Posse^i°«s; <=onsti-
n ZZ half o8f 1 t he urenCh Revolutio": Reconstruction and Reaction 
Txpansion imtnli"' Eng'and'S C°lonial development and 
ment of modern F ™ democracy: the Industrial Revolution; develop-
«t wrst'"f r°"~ " 
ment Conference. d Settlement, and the Disarma-
map'work.' °Urrent history correlated with the text; 
Five periods a week. „ 
Credit, one unit. 
from the Roman occupation 
elements in the growth of the Enali u i ^ stf!al',religious'and economic 
and imperial problems-hf>r H lsh PeoPJe; England's colonial development 
, d « — — »  -
outside reading- sh^H^ndivW130^ °n approximately four hundred pages of 
P a p e r  s u b m i t t e d  a t 1 ^ 2  ° 3 " d  a  
third-year students. second semester. Open to second and 
Five periods a week. 
Credit, one unit. 
IV. American History. Survev nf rh. i • , 
American ideals and institnti™. • colonial period, with emphasis upon 
the founding of the narirmol ' 3 more mtensive study of the critical period; 
economic and political nrohlem^tT"16"'' the westward expansion; tariff; 
Problems and movements of t-T "g tHe Rec°nstruction Period; other 
United States as a world Dower =! I""ni~teenth century; the expansion of the 
World War, and the problems involv °f the twentieth century; the 
ment are studied; the formation rf- forms and functions of g ovem-
Parallel reading; special reDorr" lnterpretation of our Constitution, 
to fourth-year students. current happenings, map work. Open 
Five periods a week. 
Credit, one unit. 
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MATHEMATICS 
Algebra I. Elementary Algebra. This course includes Positive and Negative 
Numbers, Fundamental Operations, Fractional and Simultaneous Equations 
(including graphical solution of a pair of l inear equations with two unknowns), 
Fractions, Highest Common Factor and Lowest Common Multiple, Square 
Root of Polynomials, and the solution of Q uadratic Equations. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
Algebra II. Advanced Algebra. The following topics are treated: a review of 
Course I; Simultaneous Quadratic Equations; Ratio, Proportion, and Varia­
tion; Elementary Theory of Exponents, Radicals, and Equations; graphical 
representation of s imple relations between two variables; Binomial Theorem; 
Arithmetic and Geometric Progressions. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
I I I .  Plane Geometry. Solution of many original problems which follow t he 
general study of T heorems. Special attention given to careful construction of 
figures. Notebook work comprises all original problems solved. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one unit. 
IV. Solid Geometry. Lines and Planes, Polyhedrons, Cylinders, Cones, and 
Spheres are treated. Easily constructed models are used, and frequent refer­
ences to Plane Geometry are made. 
Five periods a week for one semester. Credit, one-half unit. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY 
An elementary course which reviews the natural features of the earth's sur­
face and the natural forces which govern its formation. 
Open to first and second-year students, second semester. 
Five periods a week. Credit, one-half unit. 
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HOME ECONOMICS 
The Department of Home Economics offers courses to meet 
the needs of several groups of students. The Survey courses are 
planned for those who desire some knowledge of Home Economics 
as a part of a general education but who do not wish to specialize 
in this field. The Diploma courses have been planned for those 
who wish to take, in two years, a well rounded course in general 
Home Economics or in either of its phases as a basis for better 
living. These courses are also planned for those who wish to con­
tinue a four year college course leading toward a degree in Home 
Economics. Girls expecting to teach at the end of the two year 
course should plan for at least one summer session of methods 
courses in a teachers college. 
Courses listed for Diploma students may be taken by others 
providing the required parallel courses are also elected. 
The Department of Home Economics offers three distinct 
courses, each leading to a diploma to be granted upon the com­
pletion of the following: 
HOME EC ONOMICS DI PLOMA. 
FIRST YEAR 
Home Economics 11*, 12 6 hours 
Home Economics 13*, 14 6 hours 
Chemistry 11, 12 8 hours 
English 1,2 6 hours 
Art 3, 4 (Costume Design) 4 hours 
Physical Education 2 hours 
SECOND YEAR 
Home Economics 21, 22 6 hours 
Home Economics 23,24 8 hours 
Chemistry 23, 24 4 or 8 hours 
Economics 21,22 
Physiology 21 
Physical Education 
6 hours 
3 hours 
2 hours 
Home Economics 11 
Chemistry 11, 12 
English 1, 2 
Electives 
Physical Education 
DIPLOMA IN FO ODS AN D NU TRITION 
Home Economics 13*, 14 
Chemistry 11,12 
English 1, 2 
Art 3, 4 (Costume Design) 
Electives 
Physical Education 
6 hours Home Economics 21, 22 6 hours 
8 hours Chemistry 23, 24 4 or 8 hours 
6 hours Economics 21,22 6 hours 
10 hours Physiology 21 3 hours 
2 hours Electives 11 or 7 h ours 
Physical Education 2 hours 
DIPLOMA IN T EXTILES AN D CL OTHING 
6 hours 
8 hours 
6 hours 
4 hours 
6 hours 
2 hours 
Home Economics 23, 
Economics 21, 22 
Electives 
Physical Education 
24 8 hours 
6 hours 
16 hours 
2 hours 
For those planning to teach^at^hp^H 3rtfr consu'tat;ion with the head of the department. 
be substituted for Economics 21 22 ̂ irChemist semester h°urs °f Education should 
17 for *e fiS?2££tf3.in ^ome Economics from high school will take 
oui^ft course in Home Economics miSk 11 or '}• Students entering from a four year 
3 after consultation with the head of the depa"^'" C° su^st'tute electives for courses 11 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES 
HIGH SC HOOL D EPARTMENT 
1. A study of the principles of cookery, meal planning and serving, and ele­
mentary nutrition. 
One lecture, four laboratory hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, one-half unit. 
2. This course includes a study of suitable materials, the fundamental prin­
ciples of line and color in relation to selection of clothing, and laboratory work 
in clothing construction. 
One lecture, four laboratory hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, one-half unit. 
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT 
11. Food Selection. A study of the economic and nutritional problems of 
food selection. Laboratory practice in marketing, meal planning, preparation 
and service. At least one special report will be required of each student. 
One lecture, four laboratory hours a week. 
First semester. - Credit, three semester hours. 
12. Food Study. Study of production, processes of manufacture and methods 
of cookery in relation to cost and nutritive value of foods. 
Two lectures, four laboratory hours a week. 
Second semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
13. Selection and Construction of Clothing. A study of the textile fabrics used 
for clothing and home furnishing, problems in pattern selection and construc­
tion of c lothing. Special reports on assigned subjects. 
One lecture, four laboratory hours a week. 
First semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
14. Textile Study. A study of the processes used in the manufacture of tex­
tiles with practical application to selection and construction of clothing. 
Two lectures, four laboratory hours a week. 
Second semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
151 ib . Survey in Foods. A study of the nutritional and economic factors 
involved in food selection and preparation, including the relation of food 
habits to health, principles of meal planning and preparation, marketing and 
problems in household organization, and the selection of equipment as related 
to food preparation and serving. 
Two lectures, four laboratory hours a week. 
First semester; second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
Note: See explanation in introduction and also the note under outline of courses. 
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17; 18. Survey in Clothing. A study of the fabrics used for clothing and home 
furnishings, principles of clothing selection and care, and problems in pattern 
study and clothing construction. 
Two lectures, four laboratory hours a week. 
First semester; second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
Note: See explanation in introduction and also the note under outline of courses. 
21. Child Nutrition. A s tudy of the general principles of nutrition as they 
apply to the feeding of c hildren. 
Two lectures, four laboratory hours a week. 
First semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
22. Social and Economic Problems in Home Management. Studies of costs and 
values of home vs. commercial processes of food preparation; problems o f 
household equipment and organization. 
Two lectures, four laboratory hours a week. 
Second semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
23. Textile Economics. A study of the history and development of th e cloth­
ing industries, problems illustrated by field trips; problems in clothing budgets; 
the application of pr inciples of l ine and design to clothing selection; advanced 
problems in clothing construction. 
Two lectures, six laboratory hours a week. 
First semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
24. Textile Chemistry. A study of the chemistry of textile fibers, the relation 
of cloth ing to health and the application of chemistry to the care of textiles. 
Four hours of laboratory work each week in clothing construction. 
Two lectures, six laboratory hours a week. 
Second semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
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SECRETARIAL COURSE 
This course is designed to cover two years' work. A secretarial 
certificate is awarded to those students who complete the full 
two year course, together with twelve hours of academic work 
each year. English 1, 2 is required during the first year. Courses 
in Economics are strongly recommended as elective subjects. 
Note: Courses offered by the Junior College department are not included in the extra charge 
for the work of this department, although they arc required for a Certificate of this department. 
Stenography I, 2. This course embraces the fundamental principles of the 
system of shorthand, with special emphasis upon word signs and construction, 
elements of phrase writing, accuracy tests and letter writing. Shorthand pen­
manship drills will be given daily. No credit is given for this course unless 
taken at same time with Typewriting 1, 2. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
Stenography ii, 12. Attention is given to phrasing and ability to write and 
translate shorthand with greater speed and accuracy. Dictation consists of 
business letters, legal documents, such as wills, deeds, and mortgages, and 
court reporting. Efficiency contests will be given daily throughout the year 
at different rates of speed, 60, 80, 90 and 100 words per minute. 
Court reporting is taken up the second semester. This includes practice 
in reading and writing shorthand notes of court testimony, jury charges and 
various phases of court work. 
Frequent lectures will be given during the year on Secretarial Training. 
No credit is given for this course unless taken in conjunction with Typewriting 
11, 12. 
Three hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
Typewriting 1, 2. The object of instruction in typewriting is to impart a 
correct scientific method of fingering and a skillful, uniform touch, and to 
train the students in all the details of form and arrangement of transcript. 
The materials used are literary articles, business letters of all kinds, telegrams, 
rough d rafts, articles of agreement, certificates of incorporation, the writing 
of a will and other legal forms, and speed tests. 
Tests for promotion; New matter at not less than twenty-five words per 
minute net, for fifteen minutes with not more than five errors. 
Must be taken in connection with Stenography 1, 2 or Bookkeeping 1, 2. 
No separate credit is given for this course. Five hours a week. 
Typewriting 11, 12. This is a continuation of Typewriting 1,2. It includes the 
transcribing of shorthand notes on the typewriter, letter writing, speed tests, 
training in the care of the machine, and the modem methods of manifolding 
and filing papers. 
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Test for promotion: Advanced new matter at not less than fn * * 
per minute for fifteen minutes with not more than six errors y"fiwwords 
. **= taken in connection with Stenography i, ,, Mn „ 
is given for this course. Five hours a week. ' 0separate credit 
Bookkeeping i, 2. Each student is required to have and keen » 1 
of books which covers two fiscal periods. The work includes ^ 1 ? 
entry bookkeeping; practice in the use of check7dra"ts ^ 
mg of balance sheets, statements of profit and 
Books used in this set are: (,) Books of original entr^ such as ^h l ^ 
purchase books; (2) the ledger as a final record of account ' * 
is granted otherwise.mUSt * take" at the same unless special permission 
Five hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, four semester hours, 
fogTpartners'hiD aid'5 3 of partnershiP contracts, methods of form-
accrued and 77 !T aCCOUnts WIth Partners. Classification of accounts 
by balance sheets^orofitTr ,H? a"aIyZed and adJusting entries made, followed 
ledger. Then a Dosr-Hn • " osa atatements, and journal entries to close the 
the work. Sme tna a nce is taken to prove the correctness of 
Five hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
speed. Dribs are^ven on v"6"''0" 'S 8'Ven t0 P08'"0"' form> movement and 
to establish correrr v, id1-'0"5 movement exercises to help get smooth lines, 
to fix firmly the habkof t0 ^ 
ing, bT^tpaL^crndftt gilem^ t3ki"g Sten°graphy and Bookkeel> 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
The value of Physical Education, both morally and ethically, 
the training of the body for utility and grace, and the intelligent 
care of it for protection against weakness and disease, make the 
School of Physical Education one of greatest importance. Every 
effort has been made to make the equipment and management 
as complete as possible. Physical training is given free of charge 
to all students, and is required of them for at least three hours a 
week in every year. A physical examination is given at the begin­
ning of the session, and a record is kept of the condition of the 
individual. From this record the student is advised as to the kind 
and amount of exercise best suited to her needs. 
The Gymnasium.—The Gymnasium Building, recently con­
structed, is complete in every detail. On the main floor are two 
gymnasium rooms—one, 90x50 feet, for general activity; the other, 
50x28 feet, equipped for special exercise. On this floor also are the 
executive offices and an examining room. A balcony surrounding 
the main gymnasium furnishes ample space for spectators. On the 
balcony floor a re recitation rooms, a dancing studio, and a trophy 
room. On the lower floor are the lockers, dressing rooms, shower 
baths, and hair dryers. On this floor also is a shampoo room, four 
bowling alley s, and an instructor's office. 
The Swimming Pool.—The swimming pool is in a separate 
building, adjoining the Gymnasium Building. It is 23x50 feet, and 
is constructed of white tile. The water is constantly filtered and 
sterilized, and is kept at the temperature necessary for comfort. 
The pool room is 66x28 feet, 30 feet in height, surrounded by a 
spectators' balcony, and supplied with windows on both the pool 
and balcony floors. A glass roof gives added light. 
The Athletic Field.-—The outdoor equipment consists of two 
athletic fields (100x50 yards), three basket-ball courts, an archery 
range, fou r tennis courts, and a riding ring. Adding to the com­
pleteness of this equipment is a cement court (179x40 feet), which 
makes possible the playing of tennis and other games outdoors 
the entire year. 
The Stable.—Kentucky and Tennessee are world-famed as the 
birthplace of the American saddle horse. It seems altogether fit­
ting that a school situated within a few miles of the famous Belle 
Meade Stock Farm should offer every opportunity to its students 
to perfect themselves in the one sport for which the South for gen­
erations has been preeminent. 
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The Ward-Belmont stable is owned and maintained by the 
school. It consists of gaited saddle horses carefully selected as 
types of disposition entirely suitable for school work, and are as 
safe as is possible for horses to be. Careful instruction is given in 
the various types of horsemanship, and a groom is in constant 
attendance, both in the ring and on the road. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION COURSES 
Required of All Students 
HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT 
First Year— Phys. Ed. I—Directed exercise—two hours a week. 
Phys. Ed. 18-A and iS-B—One hour a week. 
Second Y ear—Phys. Ed. //—Directed exercise—Three hours a week. 
Third Year—Phys. Ed. ///—Directed exercise—Three hours a week. 
Fourth Year—Phys. Ed. IV—Directed exercise—Two hours a week. 
Phys. Ed. V—A course in Personal Hygiene—One hour a week. 
No High School student shall be graduated until the required work in 
Physical Education shall have been completed for each year of her attendance. 
In case of physical disability, the work will be adapted to the needs and capa­
bilities of t he student. 
High School students may enroll in a general course in dancing, swimming 
or riding in any of t he four years. 
JUNIOR COLLEGE DEPARTMENT 
FIRST YEAR— 
Fall and spring term—Elective sport. 
Winter term—Elementary work in marching, calisthen­
ics, folk dancing, light apparatus work. 
One hour a week until requirement is passed. 
Elective—One hour a week. 
Credit, two semester hours. 
Phys. Ed. i i, 12—Fall and spring term—Elective sport. 
Winter term—Advanced marching, calisthenics, etc. 
Phys. Ed. 5, 6— Personal hygiene. 
Credit, two semester hours. 
ELECTIVE COURSES OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS 
Dancing 
Phys. Ed. ly-A Instruction in elementary technique and aesthetic interpre­
tive and folk dances of medium difficulty. One hour a week. 
Phys. Ed. ly-B Instruction in elementary technique of toe dancing and in 
toe dances of medium difficulty. One hour a week. 
Phys. Ed. ly-C Instruction in the routine of elementary tap dancing. One 
hour a week. 
Phys. Ed. I ,  2— 
Phys. Ed. :8a— 
SECOND YEAR— 
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iy-D—Instruction in ballroom dancing. 
ly-E—Instruction in nature and interpretive dancing. One hour 
a week. 
iy-F—Instruction in elementary character dancing. One hour a 
week. 
j t-A —Instruction in intermediate technique and in national, char­
acter and interpretive dances. One hour a week. 
ji-B—Instruction in intermediate technique of toe dancing and in 
toe dances of progressive difficulty. One hour a week. 
31-C—Instruction in advance technique and in national, character 
and interpretive dances. One hour a week. 
ji-D—Instruction in advanced technique of toe dancing. One hour 
a week. 
j i-E —Instruction in advanced nature and interpretive dancing. 
One hour a week. 
j;-E—Instruction in advanced character dancing. One hour a week. 
JJ-G—Instruction in routine of advanced tap dancing. One hour 
a week. 
Dancing Diploma 
For college students who wish to specialize in Dancing the following course, 
leading to a certificate, is offered. 
Required Course for First Year Students 
English I, 2 
History of Music 15, 16 
Anatomy, Phys. Ed. 3, 4 
Costume Design, Art 3; 6 
History of Art 1. 2 
Phys. Ed. 5, 6 
Phys. Ed. 17-A, B, E, and F, with lecture 
work, six hours a week 
Required Course for Second Year Students 
English 21, 22 
Kinesiology, Phys. Ed. 23 
Expression 1, 2 
Electives 
Phys. Ed. 3 i-C, D, E, and F, with lecture 
work, six hours a week 
Phys. Ed. 3 i-H—Teaching, Composition, and 
Adaptation of Dances, one hour a week 2 semester hours 
College students who take the practical work as outlined above for the 
Dancing Diploma and who do not take the other required subjects may 
granted a Certificate of Proficiency. Application for this must be made at 
or who wish to work toward the Dancing Diploma are * 
Practical Dancing work-six hours a week-and will be awarded a Proficiency 
Certificate in Practice at the completion of two years of wor . 
Swimming 
Phys. Ed. 18-A—Instruction for beginners. One hour a wee*<- learned 
Phys. Ed. 18-B—Elementary strokes and dives, f°rPuP's wegk for ejght 
to swim and wish instruction in perfecting form. One hou 
weeks. 
Phys. Ed. 
Phys. Ed. 
Phys. Ed. 
Phys. Ed. 
Phys. Ed. 
Phys. Ed. 
Phys. Ed. 
Phys. Ed. 
Phys. Ed. 
Phys. Ed. 
6 semester hours 
6 semester hours 
4 semester hours 
4 semester hours 
4 semester hours 
1 semester hour 
4 semester hours 
6 semester hours 
3 semester hours 
6 semester hours 
12 semester hours 
4 semester hours 
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Phys. Ed. 32-A—Advanced strokes and fancy dives, open only to pupils who 
have passed the work of the elementary class. One hour a week for eight weeks 
Phys. Ed. 32-B—Competition work, open only to advanced swimmers, special 
coaching in speed swimming, turns, and fancy dives. Two hours a week for 
eight weeks. 
Phys. Ed. 32-C—Instruction in Red Cross life-saving methods for Juniors and 
Seniors. Open to students who have passed the course on elementary strokes 
and dives, or Swimming 18-B. At the close, on examination, a Red Cross Cer­
tificate and insignia are awarded. 
Riding 
Phys. Ed. ig-A—For beginners. Instruction in mounting, dismounting, proper 
methods of h olding reins and guiding the horse, the seat and how to ride the 
walk, trot, and canter. Fall or spring. 
Phys.Ed.ig-B—Lecture course covering following subjects.: 
Anatomy and conformation of the horse 
Care of the horse 
Grooming 
Feeding 
Shoeing 
Main points of unsoundness 
Minor ailments and their treatment 
Saddling and bridling 
Four hours a week for one semester. 
Phys. Ed. 33-A Three-gaited class. For pupils who have ridden, but wish 
lessons. Instruction in riding the walk, trot, canter, and in properly gaiting 
the horse. Fall or spring. 
Phys. Ed. 33-B—Five-gaited class. Open only to pupils who have perfected 
themselves in the three-gaited class. The work of this class consists mainly 
in learning to properly signal a five-gaited saddle horse. 
Phys. Ed. 33 C Jumping and hurdling. Open only to pupils who have passed 
the three-gaited work and are good horsewomen. Instruction in the manage­
ment of the horse and the proper seat and hands on the jump. 
Phys. Ed. 33-D~Road riding. Open only to pupils who can satisfactorily pass 
a road riding test. 
Phys Ed' 33~A <""ameS an<^ stunt "ding. Open only to pupils who can pass 
Phys. Ed. 34-Lecture course covering following subjects: 
otable management 
General layout for stable 
Types of equipment and their care 
Care of the stable 
iSS:! ST"1r°"kfa""~"d 
Types of horses suitable for Riding School use 
1 ests and their value 
Four hours a week for one semester. 
Phys. Ed 33 Observation and practise teaching 
Two hours a week for one semester. 
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Riding Certificate 
FIRST YEAR 
Phys. Ed. IQ-A, 33-A, 33-D Two hours a week. 
Phys. Ed. IQ-B F0U[. hours a week for one semester. 
SECOND YEAR 
Phys. Ed. 33-B, 33-C, 33-D, 33-E 
Phys. Ed. 34 
Phys. Ed. 35 
Two hours a week. 
Four hours a week for one semester. 
Two hours a week for one semester. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION DIPLOMA 
In addition to the work outlined above, a two-year course is offered to those 
who wish to specialize in Physical Education. It is open to students who have 
been admitted to college standing, with the usual college-entrance requirements. 
Applicants to the course must be without organic disease or any serious 
functional disorder. The course each year amounts to twenty-six semester 
hours of recitation or lecture, and a minimum of six hours per week in practical 
work. For the latter, six semester hours of credit are allowed, making a total 
of thirty-two semester hours a year. 
Required Courses for First-Year College Students 
Note: Courses offered by the Junior College department are not included in the extra charge 
for the work of this department, although they are required for a certificate or diploma of 
this department. 
English i, 2—Six semester hours credit. 
Biology II, 12—Eight semester hours credit. 
Physiology n, 12—Six semester hours credit. 
Phys. Ed. 3 and 4—A natomy—A course in Gross Anatomy, concerning bones, 
ligaments, and muscles. Two hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
Phys. Ed. 1 j, 14—Playground Supervision—This course embraces the history 
and scope of the playground movement, playground organization, administra­
tion, and conduct, and the nature and function of play. The practical work 
includes normal instruction in folk dances and singing games, gymnastic and 
athletic games, athletics, and craft work. 
Open to any college student. Two hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, two semester hours. 
Phys. Ed. 5 and 6—Personal Hygiene—Lecture course on the parts of the body 
and their care; the relationship of habits and environment to the health, effi­
ciency, and well-being of the individual; lectures, readings and papers. Re­
quired of all students. One hour a week. Credit, one semester hour. 
Phys. Ed. 15—Outdoor Games and Sports—Practice for the development of 
skill. Fall season: field hockey, archery, field athletics, tennis. Spring season: 
basketball, baseball, track athletics, tennis. Six hours a week for eighteen 
weeks, fall and spring. Credit, two semester hours. 
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Phys. Ed. 16—Gymnastics and Marching—Instruction in military marching 
and elementary tactics; elementary free standing exercises and work with hand 
apparatus; fundamental work on gymnastic apparatus, such as horse, parallel 
bars, boom, ropes, ladders, rings, etc. Four hours a week for eighteen weeks. 
Credit, two semester hours. 
Phys. Ed. 17-A—Dancing—Elementary course in dancing technique and in 
dances of moderate difficulty. One hour a week. 
Credit, one-half semester hour. 
Phys. Ed. 18-A and B—Swimming—Elementary strokes and dives. 
Credit, one-half semester hour. 
Required Courses for Second-Year College Students 
Note: Courses offered by the Junior College department are not included in the extra charge 
for the work of this department, although they are required for a certificate or diploma of 
this department. 
Psychology 21 , 22—Six semester hours credit. 
Senior Elective—Six s emester hours credit. 
Phys. Ed. 21—Anthropometry and Physical Diagnosis—The Anthropometry 
is a lecture course on measurements and their practical and graphical applica­
tion. Laboratory work on the use of anthropometric apparatus. The Physical 
Diagnosis is a lecture course designed to familiarize the student with positive 
indications of physical defects interfering with growth, normal development, 
and the maintenance of health. 
Three hours lecture and one hour laboratory for one semester. 
Credit, three semester hours. 
Phys. Ed. 22—Social Hygiene—Domestic and community hygiene. 
Open to any College student who has a working knowledge of Biology and 
Physiology. Credit, three semester hours 
Phys. Ed. 23 Applied Anatomy and Kinesiology—A study of the mechanical 
structure of t he body, of muscular control and action, and of the effects pro­
duced upon the body by various forms of physical activity. Three hours a 
week for one semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
P/tyj. Ed. 24—-Methods of Teaching Gymnastics—A brief history of Physical. 
Education, with a study of gymnastic terminology and methods of teaching 
an organizing progressive courses and lessons in gymnastics. Three hours a 
wee or one semester. Credit, three semester hours. 
Phys. Ed. 25, 26 Observation and Practice Teaching—The aim of this course is 
to give eac student practical experience in teaching and coaching under critical 
observation. One hour a week for the entire year. 
Credit, two semester hours. 
Phys. Ed. 27 Gymnastics and Marching—Advanced work in marching, gym-
weeks8 311 ^ 1St en'CS' anc* aPParatUs work. Four hours a week for eighteen 
Credit, two semester hours. 
2*rfdw8~°U!d07 G"meS md ^»rb-Practice for skill and study of rules 
and coaching methods. Six hours a week for eighteen weeks. 
Credit, two semester hours. 
Phys. Ed. 31-A—Dancing. n . u ir u „, * Credit, one-half semester hour. 
Phys. Ed. 32-A—Swimming r* j-. , .. , s Credit, one-half semester hour. 
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SCHOOL OF ART 
The Courses of the School of Art are planned to meet the needs 
of two groups. Introduction to Art and History of Art bring reg­
ular College credit, and are offered especially for those who are 
working for the regular Ward-Belmont Diploma. 
Courses in General Art, Interior Decoration, Costume and 
Commercial Advertising are planned for students who wish to 
make practical application of Art and Design in the commercial 
world. 
The work of the school as outlined seeks to develop the creative 
ability of the student, skill in drawing and a knowledge of the 
fundamental principles of Art. It is so arranged that the student 
secures the greatest possible return for the time spent in study. 
Satisfactory completion of an outlined course will furnish the 
basis of success in a chosen branch of Commercial Art, or will 
insure entrance to the more advanced courses offered in the lead­
ing Art schools. 
For the Diploma in Art, sixty-four semester hours including 
the subjects outlined below, are required. 
First Year 
(Effective for students entering in 1929) 
English 1, 2. 
Any Modern Language, course numbers 11, 12 or 13, 14. 
Art History 1,2. 
Art 11, 12, if no previous acceptable work in Art. 
Art 13, 14 or 15, 16 or 17, 18. 
Physical Education required. 
Second Year 
English 21, 22 or 23; 24 or 25; 26. 
Any Modern Language, course numbers 13, 14 or 21; 22. 
Art 23, 24 or 25, 26 or 27, 28. 
Psychology or Education, six semester hours. 
Elective, six semester hours, to be approved by the head 
of the department. 
Physical Education required. 
Note: Courses offered by the Junior College department ;y(5^TjLll1Art^ ̂  8 
for the work of this school, although they are required for a Diplo 
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COURSES OF STUDY 
HIGH S CHOOL D EPARTMENT 
I Color Charts: intense colors; neutralized colors; color harmonies. 
Le erin Design: freehand perspective; principles of composition; law 
of m argins and placing-<lynamic symmetry; application on posters. 
Still Life-post drawing; measured drawmgs. ^ ̂  
Eight periods a week. 
11 Amplifies and develops the work of t he first year. More difficult problems 
in perspective, design and color. Mediums used-tempera water color, pen 
„d tok, -d O,. o, problems in c^rj^ ̂  
Eight periods a week. 
COLLEGE D EPARTMENT 
, 4 Costume Design. A study of the principles of design and color as applied 
to dress with emphasis placed upon the principles governing artistic dress. 
Costumes for special types and for special occasions will be planned; historic 
costumes will be adapted to present day modes. 
This course is required for those taking the diploma work in Home Eco­
nomics or in Textiles and Clothing. The first semester is required for those 
taking the diploma course in Dancing. 
One lecture, two laboratory periods each week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, four semester hours. 
6. Design and P ageantry. A study of h istoric costume and pageantry, scenic 
design, color and light, as applied to theatrical production. 
This course is required for those taking diploma work in Dancing. 
One lecture, two laboratory periods each week. 
Second semester. Credit, two semester hours. 
n, it. Introduction to Art. A survey of the fields of design and representa­
tion presented in lectures, collateral readings and discussions. Practice work 
is done with pencil, pen, ink and water color. Lectures in home furnishing 
and Costume Design are given in the last semester. 
Ten hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
13, 14. General Course. During the first semester of the year this course in­
cludes cast and portrait drawing in charcoal, four hours a week; freehand 
perspective and sketching in pencil, two hours a week; water color, four hours 
a week. 
In the second semester the course covers life drawing, two hours a week; 
painting in water color, four hours a week; pictorial composition, four hours 
a week. 
Prerequisite, two years of H igh School Drawing or equivalent. 
Ten hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
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13, 24. General Course, continued. During the first semester the course covers 
life drawing from costumed model, four hours a week; color painting in oil 
or water color, four hours a week; history of c ostume, two hours a week. 
The second semester includes Design in terms of illustration, four hours 
a week; Costumed Figure, four hours a week; Pen and Ink Technique, two 
hours a week. 
Prerequisite, Art 13, 14 or its equivalent. 
Ten hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
15, 16. Costume Design and Commercial Illustration. During the first semester 
this course includes Freehand Drawing, four hours a week; Design and Letter­
ing, four hours a week; Costume and Commercial Illustration, two hours 
a week. 
In the second semester the following are given: Freehand Perspective and 
Sketching, four hours a week; Pictorial Composition, including dynamic sym­
metry, two hours a week; Water Color, four hours a week. 
Prerequisite, two years of High School Drawing or its equivalent. Work in 
the General Art Course will be required of s tudents whose High School Art 
is unsatisfactory. 
Ten hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
25, 26. Costume Design and Commercial Illustration. Advanced Course. This 
course includes Life Drawing, four hours a week; Water Color—life and cos­
tume, four hours a week; Costume Illustration, two hours a week; History of 
Costume, two hours a week. 
Prerequisite, Art 15, 16. 
Twelve hours a week. 
First semester. Credit, eight semester hours. 
17, 18. Interior Decoration. During the first semester this course includes 
architectural details—mouldings, cornices, trim; window construction—double 
wing, French and casement; Furniture Construction; reduction of chintz pat­
terns to scale; study of curtains—making and hanging; elevations in water 
color of bedroom; History of Period Furniture. 
For the second semester the course covers study of paneling—fireplaces; 
arrangement of furniture; elevations in water color of breakfast room—living 
room; History of Furniture, continued. 
Prerequisite, two years of High School Art or its equivalent. Work 'n 
General Art Course will be required of s tudents whose High c 00 rt is no 
satisfactory. 
Ten hours a week. , , _ , 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
.28. Interior Decoration. Advanced Course. This course includes 
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pen and ink; two drawings in perspective required—bedroom, dining room, 
library and living room. Period rooms required—Italian Renaissance, English 
Renaissance, French and English 18th Century. 
Prerequisite, Art 17, 18. 
Ten hours a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
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SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION 
The aim of this school is to arouse an interest in the dignity 
and purity of speech and to establish right vocal interpretation of 
literature. This must be accomplished through scientific training 
of mind, voice and body which stimulates self-confidence, leader­
ship and creative power. Emphasis is placed upon the study of the 
voice, its causes and condition. Every effort is made to eradicate 
all local dialects and speech defects. 
A weekly class lesson in Public Speaking is offered to all stu­
dents without extra charge. 
A certificate in Expression is awarded to those students who 
complete satisfactorily thirty semester hours of college work, in­
cluding English 1, 2, six semester hours of English selected from 
courses 10 to 50, and Expression 1, 2 and 11, 12. 
A diploma in Expression is awarded to those students who com­
plete satisfactorily sixty semester hours of co llege work including 
eighteen semester hours of English, Expression 1, 2; 11, 12; and 
21, 22. 
Note: Courses offered by the Junior College department are not included in the extra charge 
for the work of this department, although they are required for a certificate or diploma of this 
department. 
HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT 
I. The study of the voice and its cause, study of voice conditions, and im­
provement of the voice; freedom of body from constriction, harmonic training 
of body in response to thinking. 
The study of receiving ideas, ideas and response of mind, ideas and their 
connection; spontaneous elements, sympathetic elements; dramatic problems, 
dramatic insight through early forms of literature, myths, legends, and fairy 
stories; readings, one-act plays. 
Prerequisite, third year high school standing. 
Four hours a week. Credit, one unit. 
I I .  V o i c e  t r a i n i n g ,  p r o b l e m s  i n  v o i c e  m o d u l a t i o n ,  a n d  h a r m o n i c  p r o g r a m ;  
elements of thinking, logical thinking, foundations of expression, dramatic 
problems, dramatization of early forms of literature, folk stories, fairy stories, 
myths, legends, ballads, narratives, selected readings, rehearsals. 
Prerequisite, fourth year high school standing. 
Four hours a week. Credit, one unit. 
COLLEGE DEPARTMENT 
1, 2. Fundamentals of Vocal Expression. 
The purpose of this course is to establish the elements of logical and creative 
thinking, through technical training of voice and body in harmonic gymnas­
tics, right habits in voice production, and the vocabulary of delivery. Daily 
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exercises in phonetics and diction. Application of principles by use of public 
speaking, various forms of literature, pageantry, modern one-act plays, criti­
cisms, and methods of teaching. 
Three hours recitation, two hours supervised practice a week. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
11, 12. Literary and Dramatic Interpretation. 
Stress is laid upon progressive methods and systematic training by the or­
ganization of knowledge of right conditions, and by personal proficiency in 
the inductive pantomime and advanced voice quality programs. The object 
is to secure the artistic and scientific aspects of the use of the voice and body. 
(a) Interpretive. The ability is developed by readings, original arrange­
ment of stories, argumentation and debate, production of plays, and the intro­
duction of pantomime. 
(b) Investigation in corrective speech methods (clinic). 
(c) Stagecraft taught through the study of miniature models showing the 
historical development of the stage, costumes, lighting, and settings for plays. 
Prerequisites: i, 2 or its equivalent. 
Three hours recitation with required and supervised practice. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
21, 22. Theory and Methods. 
Educational: emission of voice, training in pharyngeal and respiratory co­
ordination, tone production (psychic and technical), principles of teaching and 
normal work (opportunity to observe and assist in model classes), research in 
speech form and pantomime. 
Artistic: fundamental principles of creative thinking applied to platform 
art, dramatic monologue (Browning), scenes from Shakespeare, and acting 
and producing living drama. 
Prerequisites: Courses 1, 2 and 11,12 and twelve semester hours of English 
including English 1,2. 
Three hours a week recitation with required and supervised practice. 
First semester, second semester. Credit, six semester hours. 
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SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
The Ward-Belmont School of Music possesses the combined 
virtues of the Belmont School of Music and the Ward Conserva­
tory, both of which had long been the objects of the high praise and 
the generous patronage of educated musicians both in and out of 
Nashville. It is more than a complete modern Conservatory of 
Music; it offers to music students what all of them need—supple­
mentary work in English, Literature, and the Modern Languages. 
The "mere musician," the talented player or singer who lacks gen­
eral education, will be to-morrow more than ever before at a dis­
advantage, and will be regarded as just so much less a musician. 
The best musical educators are agreed that general mental disci­
pline should not precede, but should continuously accompany, musi­
cal studies; and schools of music are seeking what we have already 
at hand—intimate affiliation with literary classroom work. Under 
our system, musical study and practice are not allowed to suffer 
or be crowded out, but the student is shown how she may become 
both a cultured woman and a thorough musician. Our musical 
faculty is probably the largest and most expensively maintained 
one in any school for girls in America. No teacher is chosen who 
has not had the best of advantages, most of them in both this 
country and Europe, teachers who have supplemented graduation 
from the leading conservatories with years of special study under 
the recognized masters of two continents. All of them are tested 
teachers. Piano, Voice, Violin and certain other stringed instru­
ments, Pipe Organ, Theory, Harmony, Composition, History and 
Appreciation of Music, Interpretation, Ear Training, Sight Play­
ing and Chorus, Ensemble and Orchestral Work, Repertoire and 
Memorizing, and Faculty, Student, and Artist Recitals—all, and 
more, take their appropriate places and contribute to the creation 
of a wholesome and inspiring musical atmosphere. Such an atmos­
phere is possible nowhere except in a large school where musical 
education is seriously undertaken by a faculty composed of t ested 
professional musical educators. Frequent student recitals are given, 
as are recitals and lectures by members of the faculty and other 
eminent musicians. Pupils may attend the best concerts in the 
city. Operas are frequently given by excellent companies, and the 
world's greatest artists appear in Nashville from time to time. The 
immediate and convenient value of these advantages at our own 
door will be the more apparent when it is known that our students 
may have throughout the season the great musical entertainments. 
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but a very few of which other Southern schools can enjoy, and these 
only by means of travel and additional expense from the smaller 
towns into the city. 
Ninety pianos, including ten Steinway Grands and two Stein-
way Duo-Art Pianolas, are available for school use. 
Instruction is not offered in mandolin or banjo. 
Boarding students specializing in Music are required to take 
at least one literary course. 
CURRICULUM OF THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
CERTIFICATES AND DIPLOMAS 
No one may apply for a certificate or diploma who has not completed the 
equivalent of fifteen acceptable high-school units. 
Pupils desiring to become candidates for certificates and diplomas must 
announce themselves through their respective teachers not later than 
October 20. 
There will be held between February 1 an d 15 and between May 1 and 15 
examinations on the requirements for certificates and diplomas. The candi­
dates must in February stand an examination before the music directors oh 
one-half the technic required and one-half the repertoire. An examination of 
the remaining half of the requirements must be taken before May 15. 
Candidates for certificates and diplomas must appear in public recital at 
least three times during the session. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN PIANO 
Technic.—1. Major Scale played with both hands in parallel motion 
through four octaves (minimum speed, 4 notes to M. M. 112); Thirds, Sixths, 
and Tenths, and contrary motion (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 100). 
2. Minor Scales: Harmonic and Melodic, played with both hands in 
parallel motion (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 112). 
3. The scale of C, illustrating varied rhythms and legato, staccato, and 
portamento touches. 
4. Chords: Major, Minor, and Diminished Triads; Dominant and Dimin­
ished Sevenths, all with added octaves. 
3. Arpeggios in various forms on Major or Minor Triads; Dominant and 
Diminished Seventh Chords (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 72). 
6. Double Thirds: Major Scales played hands alone (speed, 4 notes to 
M. M. 60). 
7. Octaves. Diatonic and Chromatic Scales, all Tonic Triads (speed, 4 
notes to M. M. bo). 
..c.f'a"° Compositions.^—Four complete Sonatas; eight Cramer studies from 
i t y elected Studies ; twelve Bach Inventions, at least four of them three-
part; eight Czerny studies from Opus 299; four Chopin Preludes; four selections 
from Schumann; four Mendelssohn's "Songs Without Words"; ten pieces by 
well-known classical and modern composers. 
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Sight Playing.—The candidate for the certificate must be able to play at 
sight, hymns, either part of a moderately difficult duet, accompaniments for 
moderately difficult songs or violin solos, piano pieces of third grade. 
Theory and Ear Training 11, 12 as outlined on page 69. 
Harmony 13, 14 as outlined on page 69. 
History and Appreciation of Music 15, 16 as outlined on page 70. 
Piano Certificate Examination 
1. Technic as stated in paragraphs 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, above. 
2. Memorized Rtpertoire.—One Chopin Prelude, selected from Nos. 3, 6, 
10, 11, 14, '7,^1,22, 23; or one selection from Schumann, such as Nacht-
stuck; or one Mendelssohn "Songs Without Words," such as Nos. 1,18; four 
pieces, such as Mendelssohn, Scherzo in E Minor; Liszt, Consolation in D 
Flat; MacDowell, Elfin Dance; Debussy, Arabesque No. 2; one movement of 
a Sonata, such as Beethoven, Op. 2, No. 1; one two-part Bach invention and 
one three part Bach invention; one Cramer or one Czerny study. 
3. Sight Playing.—Hymns; Clementi and Diabelli Sonatinas; an easy 
accompaniment for a song. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN VOICE 
Technic.—Careful development of breath support and diaphragmatic con­
trol and building, as nearly as possible perfect production of single tone 
throughout entire range and with all vowels. 
Major and Minor Scales, Major and Minor Arpeggios, crescendo and 
diminuendo; legato and staccato singing, diction, accuracy and purity of 
vowel intonation, and study of consonants and their important place. 
Vocalises.—Six vocalises, to be chosen, at the discretion of the master, 
from any of the well-known composers, designed to show a good legato and to 
give illustrations of various examples of vocal embellishments. 
Repertoire.—At least ten songs, memorized, from the various schools Eng­
lish, Italian, French, etc.; two operatic arias and two complete roles from the 
standard oratorios. 
The candidate must present a voice fully adequate to the above-mentioned 
requirements in range, beauty, flexibility, and fidelity to pitch. 
Sight Playing.-—The candidate must be able to sing at sight a part of a 
given hymn, any moderately difficult song; must be able to play hymns and 
accompaniments to moderately difficult songs on the piano; and must have 
finished the third grade in Piano. 
The requirements for Harmony, History of Music and Ear Training are 
the same as in Piano. 
Voice Certificate Examination 
1. Technic as stated above. 
2. Unmemorized, six studies from the standard vocalises. 
3. Memorized, two selections from the operas, two from the oratorios, and 
eight songs. Possible exceptions dependent upon the individua . 
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COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN VIOLIN 
Scales, major and minor; played in various rhvi-hmc t, • . 
the diatonic form and in thirds; octaves; arpeggios in various fomf' " 
Etudes of Kreutzer, Fiorillo, and Rode, with sUDnlem^r^,, . ... 
Sevcik, Sitt, Schradieck, to develop agility of left hand and accuracy of bo'^™ 
Viohn Compositions.-Repertoire of ten compositions, including one com 
plete concerto—Viotti, No. zz, z3; Rode, No. 6; Deberiot, No. 7; Ŝ hr No r 
Mozart, a major. Sonatas—Handel, Tartini, Nardini, etc. Andante and 
Scherzo, by David; Legende, by Wieniawski. 
Sight Reading.-The candidate must be able to play at sight duets bv 
Pleyel, Viotti, or sonatas of the same grade of difficulty. 
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music, and Ear Training are the 
same as in Piano. 
The candidate must have attended orchestra or ensemble practices for at 
least one session; must be able to play on the piano accompaniments to solos of 
moderate difficulty; and must have finished the third grade in Piano. 
Violin Certificate Examination 
Technic as stated above. All diatonic scales to be played at a minimum 
metronome mark of 100 M. M. 
Etudes selected from Kreutzer, Fiorillo, Rode, illustrative of various styles 
of bowing and rhythm, intonation and phrasing. 
Memorized Repertoire.—One complete sonata; two principal movements 
from a classic concerto, five concert pieces, representing classic and modem 
schools. 
Unmemorized Repertoire.—Three compositions of like grade; two mov e­
ments of a sonata prepared alone. 
Sight Playing.—Compositions not to exceed in difficulty the repertoires 
outlined above. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN PIPE ORGAN 
Technic.—The requirements in manual technic are the same as in Piano, 
excepting that the range of scales and arpeggios as adapted to the organ is 
limited. 
Organ Compositions.—Eight shorter preludes and fugues; various chorales 
of Bach; two sonatas of e ither Mendelssohn, Guilmant, Merkel, Rheinberger, 
or a modem composer; six selections from modem French composers, ten 
standard compositions, five of which must be by modern French composers. 
Sight Playing—The candidate for the certificate must be able to play at 
sight the following: hymns, arranging and registrating them suitably for con 
gregational singing; moderately difficult accompaniments for trios, a 9uarj^ 
in vocal score; four staves in G and F clefs. The candidate must a so e a 
to transpose a hymn or chant one tone above or below the origina ey. 
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music, and Ear Traini g 
the same as for Piano. 
The student must have an adequate knowledge of the construction oe 
Pipe Organ, and must have had experience in church or chapel service p 
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Pipe Organ Certificate Examination 
1. Technic as stated above. 
z. Unmemorized Repertoire—Two preludes and fugues of B ach; one com­
plete sonata; one movement of a sonata, to be prepared without assistance or 
instruction; three standard compositions. 
3. Memorized Repertoire.—One standard composition. 
4. Sight Playing as stated above. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN HARP 
Technic.—i. Scales, ascending and descending, with either hand; in parallel 
or contrary motion with both hands; descending in thirds, sixths, or octaves, 
with either hand. 
2. Arpeggios, with either hand or both hands, and illustrating various 
rhythms. 
3. Smooth playing of the Eolienne Flux (glissandi), ascending and descend­
ing, in slow or rapid tempo, with either hand or with both hands in parallel 
or contrary motion. 
4. Correct playing of harmonic, plectric, and guitaric tones. 
Study of Universal Method by Bochsa-Oberthur and Modern Study of 
the Harp by Carlos Salzedo. 
Harp Compositions.—Standard harp compositions, including those of 
Hasselmans, Renie, Zabel, transcriptions of classics by Carlos Salzedo and 
Marie Miller, and modem works by Debussy, Salzedo, etc. Also a certain 
amount of ensemble work or accompanying will b e required. 
Sight Playing.—Sight playing of sim ple hymns or easy songs with simple 
modulations. 
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music, and Ear Training are 
the same as in Piano. Some knowledge of pian o playing will also be required. 
Harp Certificate Examination 
1. Technic as stated above. 
z. Etudes.—One study from Salzedo's Modem Study of the Harp. 
3. Memorized Repertoire.—-Five pieces selected from the classics transcribed 
for harp by Salzedo and two from those transcribed by Marie Miller, three 
compositions by Hasselmans, or others of the same grade of difficulty, The 
Fountain, by Zabel; En Bateau, by Debussy; and one prelude by Salzedo. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE IN PUBLIC 
SCHOOL MUSIC 
Prerequisites.—The possession of a fair voice; Theory and Ear Training 
II, 1 z, or its equivalent. 
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First Year— 
Ear Training 21, 22. 
Harmony 13, 14-
History and Appreciation of 
Music 15, 16. 
Public School Music Methods 
17, 18. 
Piano or Voice. 
Chorus. 
English 1, 2. 
Education 11, 12. 
Attainments.—Voice, completion of first-year college course or its equiva­
lent; Piano, completion of Grade III and ability to play at sight moderately 
difficult accompaniments; in all courses, quality hours equivalent to an 
average grade of C. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR DIPLOMA IN PIANO 
Technic.—1. Major and Minor Scales, with both hands in parallel motion 
through four octaves (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 132); Thirds, Sixths, and Tenths, 
and contrary motion (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 112). 
2. Chords: Major, Minor, and Diminished Triads; Dominant, Minor, and 
Diminished Seventh Chords, all with added octaves. 
3. Arpeggios on Major and Minor Triads; Dominant, Minor, and Dimin­
ished Seventh Chords in all positions (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 112). 
4. Double Thirds, Major and Minor Scales, with both hands in parallel 
motion (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 84); Chromatic Minor Thirds (speed, 4 notes 
to M. M. 92). 
5. Octaves: Diatonic and Chromatic Scales (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 92). 
6. Octaves: Arpeggios of Major and Minor Triads and Chords of the 
Seventh. 
Piano Compositions.—Two complete sonatas; one principal movement of a 
concerto; four preludes and fugues from "The Well-Tempered Clavichord"; 
at least half of a Bach Partita or Suite; four selections from Chopin, including 
two etudes; two selections from Schumann; six selections from Czerny, Op. 
740, or Clementi's "Gradus ad Parnassum"; two selections from Liszt; four 
selections from well-known classical and modern composers, such as Glinka-
Balakirew LAlouette; Griffes, Scherzo; Brahms, Rhapsodie in E Flat; De­
bussy, Reflets dans l'eau. 
Ear Training 21, 22 as outlined on page 69. 
Harmony 23, 24 as outlined on page 69. 
History and Appreciation of Music 25, 26 as outlined on page 70. 
Sight Playing.—The candidate for graduation must be able to play at 
sight several of Mozart s sonatas and the easier ones of Haydn. 
Piano Diploma Examination 
1. Technic as stated in paragraphs 1-6, above. 
Second Year— 
Harmony 23, 24. 
History of Music 25, 26. 
Public School Music Methods 
27, 28. 
Piano or Voice. 
Chorus. 
Psychology 21, 22. 
One elective. 
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2. Memorized Rlpertoire.—One principal movement of a concerto; one 
complete sonata; one prelude and fugue from Bach; one etude, Scherzo Ballade, 
or Polonaise from Chopin; one selection from Schumann; one selection from 
Liszt; four difficult selections from well-known classical and modern composers. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR DIPLOMA IN VOICE 
Technic.—Careful development of breath support and diaphragmatic con­
trol and building, as nearly as possible perfect production of single tone 
throughout entire range and with all vowels. 
Major and Minor Scales, Major and Minor Arpeggios, crescendo and 
diminuendo; legato and staccato singing, diction, accuracy and purity of vowel 
intonation, and study of consonants and their important place. 
With a greater degree of facility than required for certificate and (in addi­
tion) chromatic scales, exercises in seconds, triplets, fourths, and trills if suit­
able for voice of candidate. 
Vocalises.—A working knowledge of the standard vocalises for various 
voices and a careful study of four not studied for certificate, two suggested by 
the master and two selected by the student. 
Repertoire.—At least twenty songs memorized from the various schools— 
English, Italian, French, etc.; two operatic arias and two complete roles from 
the standard oratorios other than those studied for certificate. 
Sight Playing.—The candidate must be able to sing at sight a part of a 
hymn, any moderately difficult song, and be able to play hymns and accom­
paniments to more advanced songs on the piano. 
The candidate for graduation in Voice must have finished the fourth grade 
in Piano. 
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music and Ear Training are 
the same as in Piano. 
Voice Diploma Examination 
1. All Technic as stated above. 
2. Unmemorized.—Six studies from the standard vocalises. 
3 Memorized.—Four songs prepared without assistance from the master; 
two operatic arias; two arias from the oratorios; ten songs from the various 
schools. 
The candidate must be prepared to give, in capable manner, a_ compre­
hensive recital of classics, old and new, and must be able to sing in at.least one 
foreign language other than Italian. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR DIPLOMA IN VIOLIN 
Scales—diatonic, major, and minor (M. M. . 20);; three octaves .a.ipeggte; 
three octaves, major and minor; dominant and d.m.mshed sevenths, double 
stopping in all keys; thirds, sixths, octaves, etc. 
Etudes and Caprices of Dont (gradus), Cavinie, Rovelli, Paganini, etc., 
with sunnlementarv studies of Sitt, Schradieck, Sevcik, etc. 
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Violin Compositions.—Fifteen works, memorized, from classic, romantic, 
and modem schools; one complete concerto—Bruch, Mendelssohn, Wieniawski, 
Mozart, Paganini, etc.; one complete sonata—Corelli, Handel, Tartini, Bach, 
etc.; and standard concert numbers, such as Polonaise, E Minor, Wieniawski, 
Ziguencrweisen by Sarasate, etc. 
Sight Reading.—Selected compositions of a reasonable degree of difficulty. 
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music, and Ear Training are 
the same as in Piano. 
The candidate must have attended orchestra and ensemble rehearsals for 
at least two sessions, and must be able to play on the piano accompaniments 
to more difficult solos. 
The candidate for graduation in Violin must have finished the fourth grade 
in Piano. 
Violin Diploma Examination 
All scales, memorized, as outlined above; selections from various studies 
and caprices; two movements from a Bach sonata; one complete concerto; one 
complete sonata; ten compositions of concert grade, all by memory. 
COURSE OF STUDY FOR DIPLOMA IN PIPE ORGAN 
Technic.—The requirements in manual technic are the same as in Piano, 
excepting that the range of scales and arpeggios as adapted to the organ is 
limited. 
Organ Compositions.—Two advanced preludes and fugues and two chorales 
of Bach; two sonatas of either Mendelssohn, Guilmant, and Rheinberger, or 
one sonata and a symphony of Widor; ten standard compositions, five of them 
by modern French composers. 
Sight Playing.—The candidate must be able to play at sight trios of inter­
mediate grade; short selections of vocal score in four staves in C, G, and F 
clefs; to transpose a short passage in reduced score to any key within a Major 
Third above or below the original; to make an effective adaptation of piano 
accompaniment. 
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music, and Ear Training are 
the same as in Piano. 
Pipe Organ Diploma Examination 
i, Technic as stated above. 
z. Unmemorized Repertoire.—Two preludes and fugues of Bach; one com­
plete sonata; one movement of a sonata or equivalent, to be prepared without 
assistance or instruction; two standard compositions. 
•). Memorized Repertoire.—Two standard compositions. 
4. Sight Playing as stated above. 
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MUSICAL SCIENCES 
HIGH SCHOOL COURSES 
Appreciation 
I. A course designed to give the student an acquaintance with various types 
of music and to promote intelligent listening through a study of periods, 
forms, styles and instruments; consideration of artists and musical activities 
of the day. 
Open to third and fourth year students. 
Two hours a week. 
First and second semesters. Credit, one unit. 
Theory and Ear Training 
II. The equivalent of college course 11, 12. 
Open to fourth year students. 
Three hours a week. 
First and second semesters. Credit, one unit. 
COLLEGE COURSES 
Note- A cademic credit will not be allowed for Musical Science courses, except History and 
Appreciation of Music, unless taken in connection with at least two lessons a week in Piano, 
Pipe Organ, Violin or Voice. 
Theory and Ear Training 
11, 12. The rudiments of music: notation, terminology, scale formation, in­
tervals, chords and rhythm, studied theoretically in close correlation with 
exercises in ear training, sight-singing and dictation. 
Three hours a week. 
First and second semesters. Credit, four semester hours. 
21, 22. More advanced work in ear-training, sight-singing and dictation, 
including study of chromatic tones, modulation, and complex rhythmic pat­
terns ; sight-singing exercises and songs in three parts. 
Prerequisite: course 11, 12. 
Two hours a week. 
First and second semester. Credit, two semester hours. 
Harmony 
13,14. Review of scales, intervals and chord formation; study of chord pro­
gression employing triads and their inversions, seventh and ninth chords 
modulation to closely related keys; harmonization in four « * 
and of figured and unfigured basses; original work, keyboard harm y. 
Must be preceded or accompanied by course 11,12. 
Three hours a week. Credit, six semester hours. 
First and second semesters. 
2, Harmonization involving further study of chord material, non-chord 
disrantly M keys; —e ™ly.. ."d 
° S , « "  " ™ U , . " d  —  
by course 21, 22. 
Three hours a week. c six semester hours. 
First and second semesters. 
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History and Appreciation of Music 
i 1 6 .  A  g e n e r a l  s u r v e y  o f  t h e  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  m u s i c  f r o m  t h e  e a r l i e s t  t i m e s  
to the present day. Music prior to the seventeenth century is studied as back­
ground for a fuller consideration of the epoch of instrumental polyphony, the 
Classic and Romantic periods, and the Modern era. 
Text, reference reading, lectures, critical and creative listening to many 
illustrations on the Victrola and Duo-Art reproducing piano. 
Three hours a week. 
First and second semesters. Credit, six semester hours. 
2;, 26. A critical and appreciative study of various types of music: opera 
oratorio, symphonic and chamber music, the repertory for solo instruments 
and voice. Particular attention is given to works of the nineteenth and twen­
tieth centuries. Copious illustrations on Victrola and Duo-Art reproducing 
piano; study of programs of visiting artists; reference reading and reports. 
Prerequisite: course 15, 16. 
Two hours a week. 
First and second semesters. Credit, four semester hours. 
Public School Music 
I7» 18. Methods and material used in kindergarten and grades I-Vl. Study 
of child development as basis for consideration of methods presented in the 
Progressive, Universal, Music Education and Hollis Dann Series. 
Observation and practice teaching. 
Prerequisites: Ear Training 11, 12. 
Required collateral study: Harmony 13, 14; History of Music 1 y, 16. 
Two hours a week. 
First and second semesters. Credit, four semester hours. 
27, 28. Methods in Junior and Senior High School. Special topics consid­
ered : the adolescent period, care of voice, management of chorus and glee club, 
the teaching of theory, history and appreciation of music. 
Chorus conducting and practice teaching. 
Prerequisites: Ear Training 11, 12; Harmony 13, 14; History of Music 
15, 16; Public School Music, 17, 18. 
Required collateral study: courses 21, 22; 23, 24. 
Two hours a week. 
First and second semesters. Credit, four semester hours. 
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GENERAL STATEMENTS 
EQUIPMENT 
Handsome, well-equipped buildings and beautifully planned grounds. 
Sterilized, filtered water runs ice-cooled to hygienic drinking fountains on 
every floor. 
Light, airy dining halls, and scientifically equipped kitchen and bakery. 
Gymnasium, with shower baths and swimming pool, free to all students. 
Separate dormitories for College and High School students. 
Student social room maintained in every dormitory. 
The Star Entertainment course offers unusual advantages in lectures, 
musical recitals, concerts. 
Every provision against fire—regular fire-drills, fire escapes, fire extin­
guishers, fire hose—though there is no fire in the buildings except in kitchen 
and bakery. 
A modern infirmary in the main building is maintained under professional 
supervision, and pupils who are too ill to meet school appointments are cared 
for here instead of in their bedrooms. 
Each residence hall is in the charge of a hostess who is always accessible 
for counsel, and who devotes her entire time to the training of the girls of her 
household in such questions as appropriateness and simplicity in dress, neat­
ness and order in the bedrooms. In a word, these hostesses undertake to per­
form the office of the refined mother in a Christian home. 
With the exception of a few single rooms, each bedroom is for two girls, 
and is furnished with single beds, separate closets, and other usual comforts. 
RELATIONS WITH PARENTS AND STUDENTS 
Parents who register students thereby accept the conditions in this Catalog. 
Parents are requested not to send to the students boxes containing food 
other than fresh fruit and a limited amount of candy. 
Parents may not give permissions that conflict with the rules of the school. 
Lengthy visits of parents or other members of students' families are dis­
couraged. 
Testimonials of character and health must accompany or follow each new 
pupil's application for admission. 
A student who is found to be out of sympathy with the spirit and ideals of 
the school may be asked to withdraw, even though she may not have broken 
any formal rules. 
Ward-Belmont does not lend money to students. Drafts made by' 
are honored by us only in cases of emergency or upon the written request from 
parents or guardians. . 
Boarding students are under school regulations from the moment oHheir 
arrival in Nashville until their departure from the city. P^" ̂ uld n^ 
without conferring with the school, grant social or other permissions in the 
city before the student enters or after she leaves school. 
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Parents are requested not to permit their daughters to bring to the school 
expensive jewelry or heirlooms of any kind. Neither should they be permitted 
to bring expensive wearing apparel. The school is not responsible for loss or 
theft. 
All permissions of parents or guardians should be written and addressed to 
the management, and are subject to the approval of the management. Even 
during the visits of parents, pupils are still subject to the rules of the school, 
and must meet all regular classroom or studio appointments. 
The school bank, with its system of pass books, deposit slips, checks, and 
monthly balance reports, not only cares for the spending money of students, 
but teaches them how to keep a bank account, draw checks, and conduct their 
own financial affairs. We are not responsible for money or valuables not de­
posited in the school bank. 
Parents and guardians are expected to cooperate with the school in securing 
full and regular attendance, especially at the beginning and end of the school 
year and just before and just after the Christmas holidays. Much educational 
value attaches to the commencement season, and no student should miss any 
part of it. All students have obligations to the end of the session. Those who 
leave earlier, or who do not keep appointments throughout the closing days, 
will thus fail to earn full credit for the work of the last quarter. 
Visitors are received in the central parlors, not in residence halls. 
Men callers are received by written • permission from parents addressed 
to the school. 
Sunday visiting is discouraged. 
Victrolas are not permitted in the dormitories. 
Borrowing and lending except by special permission is prohibited. 
Adequate compensation must be made for any defacement of school 
property. 
Every boarding pupil is required to have for day wear at least one pair of 
shoes of the following approved list: Socket Fit, Cantilever (Y. W C A 
last) Orpic, Pediform, Full Plastic, Nature Tread, Liberty Tread, Moccasin 
Tread. 
Neatness and order are expected of all students in the care of their rooms. 
Chafing dishes and electrical appliances will not be allowed in the students' 
rooms. Rooms are provided for this purpose. 
Discipline in Ward-Belmont is simplified by a modified form of student 
government, properly safeguarded by faculty supervision and cooperation. 
The privilege of walking unchaperoned within certain prescribed limits 
beyond the campus is granted our pupils under definite restrictions. 
Except when they are in the Nashville homes of near relatives, pupils from 
distance are required to board in the school. 
wl>^°^rd:Beln?°"t Student may sel1 °r give articles of clothing to the maids 
without the knowledge and consent of h er hostess. 
Boarding students are not permitted to open charge accounts with Nash-^rrexcept on written request fiied ty the parent with the Dean 
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Any student who leaves the campus without permission, or who smokes, or 
who attends a dance in Nashville or who cheats in examination renders herself 
liable to summary dismissal. 
Boarding pupils are not allowed to visit in the city except with the approval 
of parents and the school management. Permission is not granted to spend 
the night in the city, except with parents or in the home of near relatives. 
Such permission will not be granted more frequently than one week-end in 
a month. 
The school reserves the right to withdraw any class for which there are 
not as many as six applicants. 
A tutor is provided at moderate cost for students who need coaching to 
enable them to keep up with their classes. 
School work missed just before or after the Christmas holidays must be 
made up at the student's expense. 
School work missed because of absence must be made up to the teacher s 
satisfaction: otherwise credit cannot be given for the course. Ordinarily a 
tutor can be provided at $i to $1.50 per hour. Semester examinations not 
taken at the appointed time must be taken later, and a charge of $2 each will 
be made. Previously announced tests not taken at the scheduled time must 
be taken later, and a charge of $2 each will be made except in cases of protracted 
illness. 
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CHARGES AND TERMS 
Expenses at Ward-Belmont, Nashville, Tennessee 
The school year consists of one term of thirty-six weeks, beginning the third 
Wednesday in September and ending the first Wednesday in June, with a 
•Christmas vacation of approximately two weeks. The charges here named 
are for the whole school year, and are due and payable on the opening day 
of school, but for the convenience of patrons payment may be made in two 
installments in September and January, or, respectively, as stipulated 
below, and are subject to sight draft after these dates. 
An advance registration fee of $25.00 should be forwarded with the 
application, which amount will be credited as a prepayment on the school 
account. It is not subject to return, unless the applicant is rejected. 
Board, room with bath on hall, tuition in two or more subjects in the Literary 
Department (including Latin, French, German, Spanish), Physical Train­
ing, Athletics, Swimming, use of Library, "Star Entertainment Course, 
use of house linen (see page 13); Laundry, within liberal, but specified limits 
(including house linen); "'Infirmary fee; two girls in a room, each occu­
pant — 
r v l ,1 $1000.00 
01 which $050.00 is required on entrance, balance January 1st. 
Board, etc., as above, in rooms in suites of two, with connecting bath, two 
girls in a room, each occupant $110000 
of which $725-00 is required on entrance, balance January 1st. 
Single rooms in suites of two, with connecting bath, one girl in a room, 
are available each at $1100.00 for board and literary tuition, of which 
$725.00 is required on entrance, balance January ist. 
A few single rooms, with bath on hall, are available at $1000.00. 
Students who take work in two or more extras (the equivalent of at least 
two units or twelve semester hours credit), and cannot find time in addition 
for more than the one required Literary subject, will be credited with $75.00 
on either of the above-mentioned sums for "board, etc." 
Clergymen in active ministerial work are allowed a discount of $.0000 
on the regular course and twenty per cent on extras. 
Each of the above-named fees for board and tuition includes Physical 
Training so necessary to health, use of Library, and the modern languages-
rench, German, and Spanish—all of which, in many schools, are charged for 
f,S. C,X"af' Swimming is also included without extra cost. It is the policy of 
ard-Belmont to include in the regular charge abundant provision for health 
in Physical Culture, every literary requirement for graduation, and the essen-
m a d T f o r o f e u d 2 , «  d u r i n l  w ^ k f ™  P r O V ' S i ° n  b e  
ville during the yeachward-Bdmon^wn^nrSl^f^8 lcatureswhich may be heard in Nash-
entertainments brought to Nashville at a students during the session ten or more 
in Music. Art. Expression. Literal™ ThI f£°° m """Cf T Eraci3g of the best 
entertainments at a rate much lower than if they paid fo r i^vWu\l tick«s " h'" theK 
necessary). P'C mec^'c'nes an^ nurse 3 attention (except when a special atte ndant is 
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tials for a broad culture. It is thus evident to one considering these features 
and the liberal additions made to buildings, equipment, and faculty during the 
last few years that the charge for boarding students is remarkably reasonable. 
The charges listed below under "Extras" are made for those who wish to spe­
cialize in the subjects named or to supplement their work along those lines. 
ADDITIONAL STUDIES TUITION (If Taken)— 
CHARGES PER SCHOLASTIC YEAR 
Of which three-fifths is required on entrance, balance January ist, except 
as noted. 
Piano, individual lessons, two per week $150.00 
Piano, individual lessons, beginner's grade, with special teacher 125.00 
Piano, individual lessons, two per week, with Mr. Goodman 325.00 
Voice, individual lessons, two per week 175.00 
Voice, individual lessons, two per week, with Mr. Humphrey 250.00 
Piano practice, one and a half hours per day (each additional hour, $10) 20.00 
Violin, individual lessons, two per week, with Mr. Rose . 250.00 
Violin, practice room, one hour per day - 10.00 
Harp, individual lessons, two per week 225.00 
Pipe Organ, two lessons per week, with Director 250.00 
Practice on Practice Organ, one hour per day, per session 35-°° 
Practice on Large Organ, one-half hour per day, per session 60.00 
Theory, in class -• 25-°° 
Harmony, or History of Music, or Ear Training, or Public School 
Music, in class - 35-°° 
Harmony, individual lessons, two per week 100.00 
Sight Playing, in class — 25.00 
Cookery and Nutrition, with material, any course ico.oo 
Clothing and Textiles, one course. - 85.00 
Survey Course, including Foods and Clothing 100.00 
Art, two periods per day (extra periods, each $20) - - 100 00 
Costume Design, required for Clothing and Textiles Diploma, and/or 
Dancing Diploma - *°" 
Italian and Greek, in classes of six or more, each 
Expression, first year, regular course - "" ' 
Expression, second or third-year course ^ 
Shorthand and Typewriting 
Bookkeeping - QQQ 
Playground Supervision (Phys. Ed. 13, 14) - 100.00 
Physical Education Normal Course J^QOO 
Dancing Certificate Course.— - - - 1 -0.oo 
Riding Certificate Course (Phys. Ed. 33A, 33^, 33 >^4$ 35 """"" . 
Riding Ticket, thirty rides or fifteen lessons-payable when ticket is ^ 
issued "" . A -1 c.oo 
Aesthetic Dancing—class, 30 lessons (Phys. . 1 7  > 31 > 90.00 
Aesthetic Dancing—private, 30 lessons 180.00 
Aesthetic Dancing—private, 60 lessons.. - -~ ~ p-x 35.00 
Character Dancing—class, 30 lessons (Phys. Ed. 1 7  ,3 
W A R D - B E L M O  N T  
(76) . 
Nature and Interpretive Dancing—class, 30 lessons (Phys. Ed. 17E, 
3iE) ' ' ' 
Toe Dancing—class, 30 lessons (Phys. Ed. 17B, 31B, 31D) """ 3?0Q 
Ball Room Dancing—class, 15 lessons (Phys. Ed. 17D), payable" in 
advance 1500 
Tap Dancing—class, 20 lessons (Phys. Ed. 17C, 31G), payable in * °° 
advance 
Children's Dancing—class, 30 lessons ~ 3000 
Children's Dancing—private, 6 lessons, payable in advance " 15 00 
leJ^i|JtS'Xve^h.&l,J^?a,8ed " thC ™tC °f - ™ h°u"r.""^h= private 
Laboratory fee (payable on entrance): 
For students of Chemistry, Biology, Physiology or Cookery , 5.oo 
(Extra charge for unnecessary breakage or wastefulness.) 
Graduation fee 
Certificate fee 1 *'°° 
10.00 
Pupils enter for the entire term or part of term unexpired at time of en­
trance. No reduction will be made for time lost during the first four or last six 
weeks of the term; nor will reduction be made for absence during other periods 
except in cases of the protracted illness of the student herself, when the pro 
rata cost for the time lost will be shared equally with the patron if the illness 
has kept the student for five weeks or more out of the school building. 
No reduction will be made in case of suspension, dismissal or voluntary 
withdrawal during the term. 
September, ,9t9. WARD-BELMONT SCHOOL 


